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OBJECTIVES 'FOR SUB -UNIT ON FOREIGN POLICY OF THE SOVIET UNION

This sub-unit is designed to make progress toward achieving the following:

GENERALIZATIONS

*1. The world is a community of interdepen-
dent. countries.

*2. The International system may be looked
at as a series of power relationships.

*a. Military capacity is 'an important
factor in the development of -nation-
al power, but not the only or even
the dominant one.

*1).0ifferences...in population, re-
sources, and economy may be re-
flected in differences in nation-
al power; that is to say, they.are
important bases or components of
national power.

*2) Military capacity as a means of
national power depends on the will-
ingness to use it.

3) rbrce as a means of national power
depends not only on the effective
preponderance of force, but on the
possibility that its use may alien-
ate the support of other nations.

b. National power may be brought
on other nations through many
and mechanisms: forcep.diplof
ternational law, internationa
zations; the choice among-th
on the nature of the goal, it
the effectiveness of the mean
ceptability, etc,

1) The instruments of nationa
not mutually exclusive; th
diplomttic.channels may ha
it the, possibility of ecen,
tiOn or force.

*Q Nations may pool their power
mon 'goals In varying systems
and combinations.

*1) Conflict may bring t6gethe
unrelated persons and grou
tions and temporary' associ
result from conflict where
pragmatic interests of the
pants are at\stake.

. Foreign policy considerations ar
by ideology, considerations of n
self-interest, perceptions of po

-Inn-Objective has been taught earlier in the total unit on the U.S.S.R.
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igned to make progress toward ach:eving the following:

b. National power may be brought to bear
on other nations through many channels
and mechanisms: force, diplomacy, in-
ternational law, international organi-
zations; the choice among them depends
on the nature of the goal, its importance,
the effectiveness of the means, its ac-
ceptability, etc.

1) The instruments of national power are
not mutually exclusive; the use of
diplcmtic channels may have behind
it the possibility of economic sanc-
tion or force.

*c. Nations may pool their power behind com-
mon'goals in varying systems of alliances
and combinations.

*1.) Conflict may bring t6gether otherwise
unrelated persons and groups. Coali-
tions and temporary associations will
result from conflict where primarily
pragmatic interests of the partici-
pants are at stake

3. Foreign policy consideraions are affected
by ideology, considerations of national
self-interest, perceptions of power ,rela-
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tionshipsbitween countries, expecta-
tions about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

4. Ideologies are important for the struc-
ture they give to the political system,
the answers they give to ambiguous sit-
uations and the cues for responses they
suggest.

*a ideologies affect people's perceptions
of the facts.

*5. Executive decisions are limited by many
factors: permissability, available re
sources, available time, available infor-
mation, and previous commitments.

*6. Any decision is in part the product of
the internalized values, the perceptions,
and the experiences of the persons making
the decision.

The decision-maker reacts to pressures
from other decision - makers as well as
from the outside.

*8. The institutions of government consti-
tute the arenas or the structure within
which the authoritative decisions _of the
political process are meat.

*9. Compromise is easier where there is not
an ideological perception of the issues,
that is, where the issues are not moral-
iztd and not seen as related to other
issues.

100. The leader of an organization m
to maintain cohesion by focus in
tion of the group on external t

a. Dictators may be aggressive i

build or not to lose support

*11. Political revolutions are usuall
of multiple causes.

SKILLS

The broad skill toward which teachi
timateiy directed is underlined. A
aspect of a skill taught in this su
in plain type.

1. Attacks roblems in a rational

ar.Cduitiders possible consequenc
Aernative courses of action.

2. Gathers information.

*a. Interprets cartoons.

3. Evaluates information.

*a. Checks on the bias and compet
sources of information.

*b. identifies basic assumptions

c. Identifies logical fallacies

*d; Checks for consistency.

*e. Checks on the completeness o
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*10. The leader of an organization may attempt
to maintain cohesion by focusing the atten-

.tion- of the group on external threats.

a. Dictators may be aggressive in order to
build or not to lose support at home.

*11. Political revolutions are usually the result
of multiple causes.

SKILLS

The broad skill toward which teaching is ul-
timately directed is underlined. A specific
aspect of a skill taught in this sub-unit is
In plain type.

1. Attacks problems in a rational manner.

ao'''Corilsiders possible consequences of al-
, 'tternative courses of action.

2. Gathers information.

*a. Interprets cartoons.

3. Evaluates information.

*a. Checks on the bias and competency of
sources of information.

*b. Identifies basic assumptions.

c. Identifies logical fallacies

*d: Checks for consistency.

*e, Checks on the completeness of data,



4. Has a sense of time.

*a. Looks for relationships among events'`'
within one country and within a world-
wide time framework. -I

5. Organizes, and analyzes information, and
draws conclusions.

a. Studies data to see if he needs to
gather more data before corning to con-
clusions.

4. Is sceptical of the final it
considers generalizations
tentAfve, always subject t

light 'of new evidence.

:.Values objectivityand desir
values from affecting his i

of evidence.

*b. Generalizes frm data.

c. Having examined the causes of a prob-
lem, scrutinizes possible consequences
of alternative courses of action, eval-
uates them in the light of basic values,
lists arguments fbr and against each
proposat, and selects tentative courses
of action which seem most likely to
prove helpful in achieving desired
goals.

ATTITUDES

A. is curious about social data.

. Is committed to the free examination of
social attitudes and data. Searches ac-
tively for different points of view and
interpretations. Values independent
thought.

*3. Supports freedom of thought and expres7:,_
Sion.

6. Values knowledge for the sr,

as a means of helping man, t
world in which he

*7. Beli..,:ves that the sc (Aal sc
tribute to ms it's welfare by
formation cmd explanatory j
which help thm achieve' the

*8. Evaluates sources of infOrm

*9. Is sceptical of single-fact
causation and is equally sc
aceas.

*10. Feels a sense of respon,sibi
ing informed about cureOt

11. Has a sense of responsibipt
informed action about pr6b1
the nation.
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of thought and expres

4. Is sceptical of the finality of knowledge;
considers generalizations and theories as
tentatfve, always subject to change in the
light of new evidence.

16; Valdes objectivityand desires to keep his..
values from affecting his interpretation
of evidence.

6. Values knowledge for the sake of knowledge,
as a means of helping man understand the
world in which he livo!-;.

Beli;v9s that the scdal sciences can con-
trftuie to w3n's welfare by providing In-
forffution ,Ind explanatory generalizations
which help Gam achieve their goals.

*8. Evaluates sources of information.

*9. Is sceptical of single-Factor theories of
causation and is equally sceptical of pan-
aceas.

*10. Feels a sense of responsibility for keep-
ing informed about current problems.

11. Has a sense of responsibility for taking
informed action about problems confronting
the nation.
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SUB dNIT ON FOREIGN POLICY

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

G. The world is a community of inter- V. Soviet foreign policy is based upon M
dependent countries; ideology and practical considerations

national interests, as well as upon pe
IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA, about world affairs and power conflict

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between

A. Soviet leaders
in shifting poi
lems,'although
goals.

have shown great fl
idles to meet immed
keeping in mind ion
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SUB -UNIT ON FOREIGN POLICY.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

community of Inter-
tries:

JT SOCIAL DATA.

V. Soviet foreign policy is based upon Marxian
ideology and practical considerations about
national interests, as well as upon perceptions
about world affairs and power conflicts at home..

considerations are
eoiogy, considerations
If-Interest, percep-
relationships between

A. Soviet leaders have shown great flexibility
in shifting policies to meet immediate prob-
lems,'although keeping in mind long-rappa
goals.
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TEACHING PROCEDURES

1. Aware a bulletin board display on current issues be-
tween the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. Refer to it as the
class be gins this sub-unit. Point outthat pupils should
try to.find out as much as possible about these issues
and try to come to tentative conclustons'about courses
of action at the end of the unit.

2. if newspapers have just carried. any account of a dispute
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R., use it to review with
pupils the importance of relations between the. U.S. and
the U.S.S.R.

3. Read aloud quotations from people who differ about the
possibilities of peaceful coexistence between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. for the future. Discuss; At the pres-
ent time; before you haVe done any further studying,do
you think peaceful coexistence is possible? Why or why.
not? Do you think it is desirable? Why or why not?

4. Give pupils an .overview of how the class will approach
-the study of foreign relations of the U.S.S.R. Let pu-
pils select activities from a possible list or suggest
others on which they wish to work: Particularly, let
them help plan which issues they wish to study in more
detail..

5. Have pupils read a brief account of Soviet foreign policy
before and after World War II in order to obtain an over-
view of much of this sub -unit. Ask them to try to look
for the motives of.Soviet leaders for each policy deci-

MATERIALS

Petrovich, Sov.'Uni
ch. 9; Schlesinger
stain, Communism, c
Jacbs,M5I-Wrar Co
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countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domes-
tic problems at home.

G. Ideologies are important for the
structure they give to the polit-
ical system, the answers they give
to ambiguous situations, and the
cues for responses they suggest.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-Interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home'.

G. The international system may be
looked at as a series of power re-
lationships..

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,

-377-
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. . .

. 1. After the 1917 revolution, the Soviet
leaders expected and encouraged revolutions
in Europe. When these failed, they turned
to building socialism within one country
(the U.S.S.R.) but organized the Comintern
to develop rommunist support.within other
countries. Following Marsden ideotogy,
they failed to support non-communist soc-
ialist groups in Germany and Italy.

.41

2. Following the rise of Hitler to power and
Japanese aggression in Manchuria, Soviet
leaders switched to a Popular Front strat-
egy: They began to'cooperate with liberal
and-non-communist socialtst groups and
urged non-facist countries to. work .together.
During this period, Soviet immediate-poll-



sion. Do not discuss at this time.
-378-

6. Have pupils read scrim of the points on which all commun-
ist parties agreed when Lenin set up the Comintern. Dis-
cuss: How do these tactics to be employed differ from
the usual tactics employed by countries-.in their foreign
relations? Which country do' you think dominated the
Comintern policies? Why?

7011 a pupil report on the way in which the Soviet Union
dbminated the Comintern anded'communist parties else-
where to serve the InterestvoCthe U.S.S.R.

Discuss: Were these policies always in the interests of
the communist parties in other countries? In the inter-
ests of what the_communist parties in other countries
thought of as the:interests of their countries? How
could the SovietS relate these policies which favored
the U.S.S.R. national interests to the long-range goal's
of all communists?

G. Have a pupil prepare a timeline showing some of the
shifts in U.S.S.R. foreign policy. He should place it
under the timeline for political events in Western Eur-
ope and under the timeline for U.S.S.R. He should add
another sketchy timeline on international events in
Asia during this period.

chs. 9-10; Whiting,
Union Today, ch. 12

of Scholastic Book
Sov. Union, ch. 9;
The U.S. and the Sc
lenge, ch. 1-; worlc
texts.

"Selected Readings
Society."

Mehlinger, ed., Col
Theor and PractiE
TV c ea , nt
Amon% Communists,,

Sae'm4teriaJs for
#5.
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perceptions of power relationships,
between-countries, expectations a-
bout how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

S. Looks for relationships among e-
vents within one county and with-
In a world-wide time framewor

G. Conflict may bring together other.;
wise unrelated persons and groups.
Coalitions and temporary associa-
tions will result from conflict
where primarily pragmatic interests
are at stake.

G. Motions may pool tkimir ppwer.be.
hind common goals. tn 'varying sys..
tems of alliances 'end combinations.

G. Conflict may bring together other-
wise unrelated persons and groups.
Coalitions and temporary associa-
tions will result from conflict where
primarily pragmatic interests are at
stake.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national .self-interest percep-
tions of power relationships be-
tween countries, expectations aboUt
how other nations will act, and do-
mestic problems at home.

-379-

cies were dominated by ideas abot
interests and national power, al'
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the Soviet Union stayed out of t
which he was sure would come.

4, When Germany attacked the M.S.
World War il,-the:Soviet governn
. once more to a. policy of col lab
the anti-Nazi and fascist count
though trying to show.the relat
tween nattonal.aelf-interest an
of communism,. Stalin played upo
Istic feelings within the U.S.S
support for the war effort.
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cies were dominated by ideas about national
interests and national power, although Marx-
ian ideology still affected their percep-
tions The leadersalso tried to show how
their short-range policies would contribute
to long-range goals.

3. In an effort to safeguard the U.S.S.R.,
Stalin signed a non-aggression pact with
Germany in 1939. He hoped the capitalist
countries would weaken each other while
the Soviet Union stayed out of the war
which he was sure would come.

4, When Germany attacked the U.S.S.R...during
;World War II, the.Soviet government shifted
once more to a policy of collaboration with
the anti-Nazi and fascist countries. Al-
though trying to showthe relationship be-
tween nat&onal self-interest and the goal
of communism, Stalin played upon national-
istic feelings within the U.S.S.R. to build
support for the war effort.

t
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Have pupils examine timeline, Then discuss: How did
events in Europe and Asia affect Soviet foreign rela-
tions? How could Soviet leaders justify policy switches,
given this ideology?

9. Now discuss what pupils. have read:about the Nazi-Soviet "Teacher's Supplement
Pact. Ask: Stalindo you think Stin made this pact? Per- Unit on the U.S.S.R.'
haps read aloud quotes from Soviet leaders just before
and just after the pact to show the shift in policy.

10. Now remind the class of the Nazi attack on the U.S.S.R.
(Use timeline.) Read aloud. quotes from Soviet leaders
which showed changing attitude toward war and U.S. Dis-
cuss: Why did the U.S. aid the Soviet Union which was
a communist country?

11. Have pupils read brief excerpts from Stalin's comments
on the dissolution of the Comintern. Discuss: Why do
you think the Comintern was dissolved?

"Teacher'upplemen
Unit on the U.S.S.R.'

"Selected Readings o
Society."
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. Checks on the P521_1d COM etenC
o A'Ces-0fWIfat-WL

. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION.

. Generalizes from data, J.

IS SCEPTICAL :OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OFCAUSATION.

;. The instruments of hatibrIpt ppwer

are not mutually exclusive; the-use
of diplomatic channels may have be-

hind it the possibility of economic
sanction or force.

1. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINATION

OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA, SEARCHES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW

AND INTERPRETATIONS. VALUES INDEPEN-

DENT THOUGHT.
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6. Following Worid War II, a cold war developed
between the Soviet Union and the U.S. and
its allies. The breakup of the World War
alliance resulted from a combination of
factors including ideological goals, percep-
tions, and national interests. The Soviet
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12. Have a pupil examine and report upon-Life or Time maga-
zine's treatment of the Soviet Union 177942 OTT943
compared to its treatment of the U.S.S.R. today. He
should also analyze the ways the magazine shows bias.

13. Project a map showing Soviet expansion into Eastern
Europe during and after World War 11: Discuss: Why
do you think the Soviet Union wished these countries?
How do Soviet expansionist policies in Eastern Europe
compare with those of Tsarist Russia?

14. Have two good students read and present a panel report
on the communist take-over in Czechoslovakia. They
should begin by reading a brief summary such as that in
Isenberg and should then read the case study in Gyorgy
and Gibbs and try to answer the questions raised in the
introduction to the case study.

When presenting the panel to class, one of the students
should summarize or give pupils a written summary ahead
of time about the events which took place. The two pu-
pils should then discuss the case in terms of the ques-
tions raised in the introduction to the Gyorgy and Gibbs
case study.

15. Read aloud excerpts from Snow's description of how the
U.S. immediate post World War II policy looked to the
average citizen of the U.S.S.R., given his perceptions
of the U.S., his Marxian ideology, and the censorship
of news in the U.S.S.FC. The pupil should report on Snow
as a source of information.

Whiting, Sov. Union
pp. 303-301S; Setson
From Lenin to Khrus
771(57TFict751577
of Platigi The U
Soviet ChaMilge;-o
5,NUFX-76F14617.Td A
sFrigeTT-4i1"676-1

p. 24.

Isenberg Eastern E
PP. 61-
Gyorgy.S. Gibbs, Pro

Relations; 15
M71TR677itrade.

Snow, Stalin Must H
ch. 2.
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!xpansionist policies in Eastern Europe
tose of Tsarist Russia?

.tudents read and present a panel report

.t take-over in. Czechoslovakia. They
reading a brief summary such as that'in

mid then read the case study in Gyorgy
:ry to answer the questions raised In the
) the case study.

the panel to class, one of the students
:e or give pupils a written summary ahead
:he events which took place. The two pu-
n discuss the case in terms of the ques-
the introduction to the Gyorgy and Gibbs

!rpts from Snow's description of how the
post World War II policy looked to the
of the U.S.S.R., given his perceptions
s Marxian ideology, and the censorship
U.S.S.R. The pupil should report on Snow
information.

Whiting, Sov. Union 12d2 K,
PP. 303-307Fletson-WatS6n,
From Lenin to Khruhsha;.
C17767TWFW67 see p. 46
of Piatig, The U So and the
Soviet Chalferige,-C7776T
AITTETWOTWFTd tiffairs or
T!3-6745e7Tf.',,iiTeriiiTTFgel

grb6T1ORAIRMAIERRE,

Gyorgy.& Gibbs, Problems in
Intl. elations, pp. IT.747
Wer7t26511Viade.

Snow, Stalin Must Have Peace,
ch. 2.
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A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND EX- Union became one of the two grea
PRESSION. in the world in terms of nationa

S. Generalizes from data,

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION.

Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about .how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home:

G. Nations have at their command var-
ious instruments of national power,
and choice among them depends on
the nature of the goal, its impor-
tance, the effectiveness of the means,
its acceptability,

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION 1N THE SO-
CIAL SCIENCES AND IS EQUALLY
SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.
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her nations will act,
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OF SINGLE-FACTOR
CAUSATION IN THE SO-
S AND IS EQUALLY
PANACEAS.

Union became one of the two great powers
in the world in terms of national power.
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Discuss: Does Snow's description make sense in terms of
how Soviet citizens would perceive U.S. actions? Tell
pupils that authors who wrote such material presenting
the Soviet point of view frequently came under attack in
the U.S. Discuss: Do you think it wise to let people
present such ideas to the American public?

16. Remind pupils of their earlier reading. What did the So- Mehlinger, ed., Comm.
viets substitute for the Comintern after World War II? Th,eorr and PracilIFF71
Now have a pupil report on the tactics of the Cominfoim. , - 0 ,

How did these tactics compare with those of the 1;emiotern? McNeal, Intel, Rel. Ai
How would such tactics affect U.S. attitudes te,ward the filmists,Pp:MV.YEr.
U.S.S.R.?

17. Have pupils use their notes -on reading (activity 5) to
list on the board some of the crises in the Cold War
prior to the Korean War. For each crisis, discuss:.What
were the points at issue? What factors affected Soviet
policy? American policy? What.mechanisms did the,to-
viets and the U.S. use to brill their power tc 'mar to
settle the issue? What had happened to the retafive
status of Soviet power in international affairs?'

18. Have several good students present a panel discussion of Gyorgy & Gibbs, Probl
the Korean Conflict: Causes & Attempts to end Aggression. Int''. Rel., pp. 3757
They should use the case study in Gyorgy and Gibbs. as Snyder et.a1 Foreiq
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Mehl anger, ed., Comm. in
Theoryand PractIFF7707 168-

Nciloal, !Aft, ReiAmongsom-
ouoists -Op 5TS-8

students present a panel discussion of Gyorgy & Gibbs, Problems'in
ct: CaJses & Attempts to end Aggression. Int". Rel., pp. 371573107--
he case study in Gyorgy and Gibbs as 375766F--E7e1., Foreign Policy



G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-.
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home':

G. Executive decisions'aee ;limited
many factors: permissabllityPa--::fr.
vailable resources, available 1time, .A
available tofonnatipri;.alicrpreviogs
commitments. .

G. Foreign policy considerations are,
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries,-,expectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

G. Conflict may bring together other-
wise unrelated persons and groups.
Coalitions and temporary associa-
tions will result from conflict
where primarily pragmatic interests
of the participants are at stake.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES AND IS EQUALLY SCEPTICAL
OF PANACEAS,

Political revolutions are usually
the result of multiple causes.

-385-

.7..The.1950's were marked by attempts b
eiin:European satellites to win more

,i,79yer their own affairs. The Soviet
,:...,wp&forced to compromise in several

tjcitie; but it put down the revolt in
aryg with great force..
Le4.1-
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4:r.10--

.7. ,The-1950's were marked by attempts by East-
eFn .European satellites to win more control

,-
/9yer their own affairs. The Soviet Union
,.,-.(iffaT.,forced to compromise in several situa-

tight!' but it put down the revolt in Hun-
giry with great force..

-;
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well as analysis by Snyder. In presenting the C3SC
study, they should analyze the case in terms of the
questions raised by Gyorgy and Gibbs in Lite introduc-
tion to the case study. They should ,al-.e noolyze the
factors considered by Snyder in his dkcussiun of
Truman's decision to intervene.

Or have all members of the class read about Xor-)n (A)o-
flict ln various history texts, Several good stud:.:al.s

Decision Mnking,
49.

might use the Gyorgy ;.Ind Gibbs ond to e Snyder 4.1..oce.

J9, NUdv:1 pils d
I

ii4;)

nicn , at day fliol,A 1::; a

diso,ss did fiio t

)3.
;1)., j()3

Union which 1.d io t;;,-) W'ok? U4.;*:/ did

toward F i to ;Thy was fiio oble lo /a wore
independence from the Soviet Union ihan the viI.c
ern European countries? W,t ei'iccis did Moll ,0:11)115
have on other Eastern Cur opon to;tnirio?
has the U.S. followed in its relailurri with 1'i le

the first break? How can you explain such a c:olicy giv-
en the fact that Tito is a comunist?

01.1t)

1;<,

352,
1,4).

3

91)

0

3(A-309,

".0. Have several pupils pre:;erit a panel report on tt; 1953
uprising in East Germany. They should use the c..se
study in Gyorgy and Gibbs as well as other rc:F.eren,:es.
When presenting the case to the class, they sF,;iuld
pupils a brief summary of events and then ;:J101-,,ze the
c:Ise in terms of the questions raised in the introduc-
tion to the Gyorgy and Gibbs case study.

Gyorgy P

int'''. 1-T, 4
t,:;(1

ihcory nd Place'
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G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

Checks on the bias and competency
Braaors.
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21., Have a pupil pretend that he Is an, American diplomat to
Poland at the time of the 1956 uprising. He should pre-
pare a written report to the Secretary of State summar-
izing his conclusions about the causes and results.

Or have several pupilsrole-play an Interview between an
American newspaper reporEer and a U.S. diplcmat to Pol:)nd
at the time of the revolt. They should discuss causes,
events, and results-.

22. Have several pupils present a panel discussion on the
Hungarian Revolt of 1956. They should use the case
study in Gyorgy and Gibbs as well as other sources, In
presenting the panel, they should summarize the events
leading up to the revolt and what the Soviets did. Then
they should analyze the case in terms of the questions
raised in the introduction to the Gyorgy and Gibbs case
study. They should also evaluate sources in terms of
bias and competence.
Or several pupils might role-play a discuss ion bt:t,e.een
Michener who went to Europe to investigate the pliuht
of the Hungarian refugees and Fischer who has analyzed
the revolt, or some other news correspondent or a re-
porter back home. They should analy4e causc:s, discuss
events, and speculate about results and U.S. policies.

Isenberg, Eastern E9r
0. 44-47.
Clscher, Return to Ru

Gyorgy 8. Gibbs, pp. 6
Nehlinger, Readius,
84; L. FiscliFiritefurr
Russia, chs. 18-71171
S at Ank.Q us

e;

1s Berg, Eastern Eur
67-71, 79;TaiWaTtz,
Faces of Communism, p
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G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

Executive decisions are limited by
many factors: Permissibility, a-
vaflable resources, available time,
available information, and previous
commitments:

G. Force as a means of national power
depends not only on the effective
preponderance of force, buf the pos-
sibility that its use may alienate
the support or other nations.

G. Foreign policy considerations are.
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships. .
between countries, ecpectations
about how other nations will act,
and domestic problems at home.

-389-

8. The Cold War has continued since Stalin's
death, although Soviet leaders have vaci-
lated between a policy of pli:.eful coex-
istence and a heating up of the cold war
in specific crisis situations.

..1

1
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23. A pupil might prepare a brief dittoed summary of what
has happened in Poland and Hungary since the revolts of
1956 and our policies toward the two countries. Have
pupils read the summary and then discuss: Did the rev-
olution of 1956 have any long-term effects upon Soviet
relations with these countries? Why do you think we are
following our present policies toward these countries?

24. Have a pupil prepare a bulleiin'board display on the
Berlin Wall Controversy and the effects of the wall. He
should tell the class about the controversy. Discuss:
Why do you think the wall was built? Why do you thick
the U.S. did not try to tear it down?

25. If pupils have not studied the earlier case study on
Cuba in the eighth grade course of the P.S.S. curricu-
lum, have a group of students present apanel discus-
sion on the Cuban Quarantine Crisis: Showdown between
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. They should discuss the fac-
tors leading up to the crisis and factors influencing
foreign policy decision-making in both the U.S. and
the Soviet Union. (e.g. How did domestic affairs af-
fect Khrushchev's policies? Kennedy's policies?)

You might also have some of the students engage in ap-
propriate activities modified from the eighth grade
course as they study the Cuban crisis.,

A student might prepare an editorial which might have
appeared in the Soviet Union during one of the Cold War
crises. He should try to show how ideology and other
factors are involved in Soviet reactions.

Isenberg, Eastern Eui
pp. 80-81; Swearer ar
acker, Contemp. Comm
366-369.

Isenberg, Eastern E
pp. 83-86; Heaps, Wa
Shame.
Ilss: Reader's Guide t
nppr157T3Ie ant-FY.0s

Perhaps use Form A o
8th grade case study
remove the cover she
identifies the grade

See the Center's 8th
unit on "The Executi
Process."
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G. National power may be brought to Bear
on other nations through many chan-
nels anddmechanisms: diplomacy, in-
ternational law, international or-
ganizations; the choice among them
depends on the'nature of the goal,
its importance, the-effectiveness
of the means, its acceptability,:
etc.

S. Studies data to see if he needs. to
-FiTi'smer-ririonnto
conc us ons:

-391-

10. During the 1950's and 1960's the
International movement has been f
conflicts from within the movemen
major rift has been between the
and China.
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27. Have a pupil prepare.a chart to illustrate changes in
Soviet foreign 'policy since 1917.

20. Have a symposium in which pupils present brief reports
on kinds of activities which Soviet Union has carried
on to spread communism in countries outside of Soviet
zone (e.g. France and Italy, S.E. Asia, Japan, India,
Africa, Latin America).

29. Have pupils read about ways in which the Soviet Union
has used trade policies and foreign aid to win support
of governments in some of the underdeveloped countries.
Discuss: How do U.S.S.R. and U.S. attempts at using
trade and aid. differ? How are they similar? Does the
U.S. or the Soviet.Union seem to be making.the greatest
headway?

30. Read aloud a quotation from Khrushchev to the effect
that there could be no disagreement with the Communist
Party of China. Discuss: Why did he make such a state-
ment when rumors were abroad about a possible rift?
What concession does he make to communist parties in
other countries?

31. Have pupils list a series of .disputes which have arisen
within the communist world. (They should base this list
on a study of newspapers and magazines for several weeks

Seton - Watson, Fron
to Khrushchev, egg.
§weiFg17.-5ga Congaker,

---ctem . Comm. pp. 244:
97-370%.14; Soh:,

!1911Y Pacqg_gfc9T91-2E
PP.54:63,

Swearingen, y'pricl_of
pinism, pp. 118;182;
p51-qagjorei.gn.Popc
Nuclearfig; W-pp.
mg7-51aTi Platig,
The Soviet Challenge
VirtCEWr". iTiT155
pp. 249-251, 260:162
Decisions 1964, pp.

"Teacher's Supplemen
Unit. on U.S.S.R." 1

Mosely, Soy.jinion S
.10114.0101.DLL pp.
Tairs70767-65f China),
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B. A review of Soviet policy decisions shows the
influence of ideology as well as considerations
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or upon a report by the committee following Soviet for-
eign policy problems during the entire study of the
U.S.S.R.)

Now have pupils read further on the development of the
rift and greater independence in Communist countries
in fairly general terms. (Put off further study of the
Soviet-Chinese rift until after pupils have studied China
in more detail.)

Discuss: Why h.ns the Soviet Union permitted jreater in-
tl;Inndnce in the satellites? What 1,x1 r'coist

;.0 :lore ;1!t
;.1..Fnct ;MIA ;)01s .)1'.::111) in :j ,An!.:. :d

1.1 >c
. 3-

ftve pupils hypotilese.s wl;11.1 c.:311

as study China iT.ff.,d ldia-later In y,r)r lod
thov continue tofollow curret news.Aout other tecl,:
spots in the world.

Remind pupils that when they began the unit on the U,S;.;,R,
they discussed briefly the U.S.S.R.-Chinese dispute nd
how it might affect the U.S. They also discussed the
question, "If you were president, how would you plc al with
the Soviet Union in the light of this conflict ?" (Soo ac-
tivity 19.) Now ask: Have you changed your minds at ,L.11?
Why or why nut? Do you think you have enough infolic,)tion
as yet to come to any conclusiors? If not, what other
kinds of information might you like? (e.g. What informa
tion would you need to know about China before trying to
(flake up your minds ? ';hat other inFormation
do you need to know ::bout the dispute itself?) Point cut
thdt pupils will study such que,,tions in more detail in
the next unit.

64 (Chinese rift); S.
bury, Sov. Up!op, ch
8-10; 7117W57Wind Lo
Contemp Comm pp,

05cuss: in terms of what you have now studied about So- Making jorei.lin Polic
viet foreign policy, what role does ideoloyy .eem to ploy Nuck9!Avy0 r

In policy decisions? What other factors ser:n to be im- Br%r...irr Li S6V, 30(
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IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION.

Foreign policy,decisions are af-
fected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
among countries, expectations
about how other nations will act,
and doMestic problems at home.

;. Ideologies are important for the
structure they give to the politi-
cal system, the answers they give
to ambiguous situations and the
cues for responses they suggest.

3. Che.,s on the bias and competency.
Brauthors.

3. Ideologies affect people's percep-
tions of the facts.

S. Interprets cartoons.
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of national interests, perceptions of po
relationships, expectations about how of
nations will act, and domestic problems
home.

1. Marxian ideology affects the percepti
of leaders about actions of capitalis
countries, as well as long-range goal
the Soviet Union.

a. Marxian ideology establishes a ion
range goal of communist revolution
other countries. It leads Soviet
to expect such revolutions in the
and to try to stimulate them.

b. Marxian ideology leads Soviet lead
expect capitalist countries to act
certain ways in international affe
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of national interests, perceptions of power
relationships, expectations about how other
nations will act, and dcmestic problems at
home.

1. Marxian ideology affects the perceptions
of leaders about actions of capitalist
countries, as well as long-range goals of
the Soviet Union.

a. Marxian ideology establishes a long-
range goal of communist revolutions in
other countries. It leads Soviet leaders
to expect such revolutions in the future
and to try to stimulate them.

b. Marxian ideology leads Soviet leaders to
expect capitalist countries to act in
certain ways in international affairs.
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portant in policy decisions?

Now have pupils check their generalizations against those
by authorities on Soviet foreign policy. Have pupils
read different analyses of the role of ideology and other
factors in shaping Soviet foreign policy. Discuss: Now
important is ideology in shaping foreign policy? Pupils
should draw upon what they have just read as well as up .

on specific policy positions they have studied earlier.

PP. 386-95; Swear
Tonga leer, Coqtf;a0.
pp. 202-215,
Sov. Union To(1,.4,
T1Zere,Sov." of tic
17 (esp-eZ1611YW;

33. Have a student give a report on the account of U.S. his- A Soviet yiew of th
tory as it appeared in the recent encyclopedia in the %nM.Pas t
U.S.S.R. He should pay particular attention to the So-
vlet account of events from the depression of the thir-
ties until today. Afterwards, discuss: How did the
author's ideology affect his perceptions of American ac-
tions?

34. Project Soviet cartoons on the U.S. Discuss: What do
these cartoons illustrate about the ideas which the So-
viet government is trying to develop about the U.S.?
What devices are used to put across these ideas?

Swearingen What's
Comrade?
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A Soviet View of the
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G. Foreign policy decisions are af-
fected by ideology, considera-
tions of national self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
among couutries, expectations about
-how other nations will act, and
domestic probitns at home.

G, Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values, the
perceptions, and the experiences
of the persons making the decisions.

G. Executive decisions are limited by
many factors, including available
time and permissibility.

G. Compromise is made easier where
there is not an ideological per-
ception of issues.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how

-397-

2. Whether the Soviet leaders have be
what cynical about Marxian ideolog'
Soviet foreign policy is still aff,
the ideology.

a. The perceptions of Soviet leade
still affected by the in-graine
thinking in their youth.

b. They have propagated the Marxia
to such an extent that they wou
trouble domestically if they co
relate current policies to long
ideological goals.

c. They have trained subordinates
ideology to such an extent that
ordinates will provide them wit
tion filtered through ideologic
tions of Marxianism or to fit w
ordinates believe leaders belie
pect.
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2. Whether the Soviet leaders have become some-
what cynical about Marxian ideology or not,
Soviet foreign policy is still affected by
the ideology.

a. The perceptions of Soviet leaders are
still affected by the in-grained ways of
thinking in their youth.

b. They have propagated the Marxian ideas
to such an extent that they would face
trouble domestically if they could not
relate current policies to long-range
ideological goals.

c. They have trained subordinates in the
ideology to such an extent that these sub-
ordinates will provide them with informa-
tion filtered through ideological percep-
tions of Marxianism or to fit what sub-
ordinates believe leaders believe or ex-
pect.
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35. Read aloud brief quotations from Barghorn's analysis of
Soviet images of the U.S. Discuss: To what extent do
you think Soviet leaders hold these images? How would
sych images affect their policies? if they do not hold
these images, but if other citizens do, will the images
affect Soviet policies toward the U.S.?

36. Have :.'! }7i is r Khov,hLhav's 1)!;)
in -:hich he ,:!1=1 : .id

.

noi lin .2 .t .:;at 1,S,i,R, .

, of 1
I° ,..oc;.,;1:ni:? fell 1.,p:1.3 I.

uuriAg the of the unit fur irldicltions re:1:',Alir or
,

not the Soviet lcadrs rely belicve that they no longer
have anything to fear from capitalist countries.

Also discuss: How would Ideology affect foreign policy
decisions and statements of Soviet leaders even if they
themselves no longer really believed in some of the Marx -
ian doctrines? (Use the student who has read ArzezirrAi
as a resource person on this question.)

3/, Have pupils read excerpts from the 1961 Communist Party
Program in the U.S.S.R. as it deals with the crisis In
World C,Ipitalism, the international movement, and possi-
bilities of peaceful coexistence.

Barghorn, Sov.tImag
U.S. or see excerpt
a:, Transformation
Sociiii;717; 574.8

"Selected Readings c
Society."
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other nations will act, and domes-
tic problems at home.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considera-
tions of national Self-interest,
perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations
about-how other nations.will act,
and domestic problls, home:,

G. 'Lie international sist,-31 may. he
lo,.;k;A at as a seri-3s of pr!wer.re-
lationshlps

G. Military capacity is an important
factor in the development of nation-.
al power, but not the only one or
even the dominant one.

G. Military capacity as a means of na-
tional power depends on the willing-
ness to use it:

G. Differences in population, resources,
and economy may be reflected in dif-
ferences in national power; that is
to say, they are important bases or
components of national power:

G The leader of an organization may
attempt to maintain cohesion by fo-
cusing the attention of the group
on external threats.

-399-

3. Like leaders of all nations, thos
Soviet Union act in what they bel
be the interests of their country
they attempt to show that these
are not in conflict but rather si.i
long-ranse goals of cal:munism.

.4. Like leaders of all 1-Itics, th7,s
Soviet Union tr.!te into ,:s!der.:,,t
perceptions of nationol and
in which ofge countri-5s

5. Like leaders in all nations, thcs
Soviet Union consider domestic ma
making foreign policy decision's,
policy decisions haveat times be
up with .the power struggle among
leaders'.
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3. Like leaders of all nations, those in the
Soviet Union act in what they believe to
be the interests of their country. However,
they attempt to show that these interests
are not in conflict but rather support the
lot g-ronce goals of cc. itr,n ism.

4. Like leaders of all crcicws, th;3e io tire
Soviet Union tr:"7.e the;r
peicevtit;os or r,a..A.:)1...,1 and the -"vs
in which other cciaitri--7,

5. Like leaders in all nations, those in the
Soviet Union consider domestic matters in
making Foreign policy decisions. Foreign
policy decisions have at times been tied
up with the power struggle among top Soviet
leaders..
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Discuss: How did the Communilt Party leadership which
wrote this program explain its current foreign policies
in terms of Marxian ideology?

38. Point out that the class has now done more reading since
it tried to identify factors other than ideology which
affect foreign policy decisions in the U.S.S.R. Ask: in
the ligtrt of what you havet6ow read, how important would
you say these other factors are? In what situations do
they se'.m to have playod particularly important roles?



G. Dictators may be aggressive in
order to build or not lose suoport
at home.

O. The decision-maker reacts to pres-
sures from other decision-makers as
well as from the outside.

G. The institutions of government con-'
stitute the arenas or the structure
within which the authoritative deci-
sions of the political process are
wade.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR THEOR-
IES OF CAUSATION.

G.. Nations may pool their power behind
common goals in varying systems of
alliances and combinations.

G. Nations have at their command vari-
ous instruments of national power
and choice among them depends on
the nature of the goal, its impor-
tance, the effectiveness of the
means, its acceptability, etc.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE -FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION-.

S. Interprets cartoons.

-401-

6. Thus foreign policy decision-mal
Soylet-Unlon is influenced by sir

factor's as is foreign policy (
making in the U.S. However,. the
of government means that decis io
in different ways.

C. The U.S. has countered Soviet polic
a number of ways. It has used fore
buildup allies and win support in
tries: It has developed a system o
It has rebuilt its military strengt
had declined sharply after World
has developed a policy of containme
tary reaction to attempts at commun
overs, etc.
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6. Thus foreign policy decision-making in the
Soviet Union Is Influenced by similar kinds

of factort as is foreign policy decision-
making in the U.S. However, the structure
of government means that decisions are made
in different ways.

C. The U.S. has countered Soviet policy moves in
a number of ways. It has used foreign aid to
build up allies and win support in other coun-
tries: It has deVeloped a system of alliances.
It has rebuilt its military strength !ich
had declined sharply after World War II. It

has developed a policy of containment and mili-
tary reaction to attempts at communist take-
overs, etc.
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39. Have a pupii report on the Headline Series booklet analy- Forei n Poli
sis of the process by which Soviet foret90 policy is made Nucsarqs, No,
and carried out 9s comparA to the procs by lqIiich Amr-
'can foreign poi icy IT gl; le.

Discuss: How dons Ihe frcm..k of Cie polit-
ical system affect this 11-occss in each r;otintry? Viat
are the advantages and di5advantages of the Soviet pro-
cess as against that in thli country?

40-. Have all pupils read brief descriptions of bow the U.S.
has tried to meet Soviet foreign policy challenges. List
general approaches on board, with examples under each.
(Draw upon discussion of Cold War incidents here.)

Discuss: How do ideological fact6rs,mix with other fac-
tors in affecting U.S. policy decisions in our relations
with the U.S.S.R.?

41, Project American cartoons about the Soviet Union. What do
cartoonists try to get viewers to believe about Soviet Un-
ion? How? How would such beliefs' affect ideas about for-

eign policy?

Scholastic Book Ser
Editors, Tho Snylpt
Ch. 10; Great Decis
1964, pp. -82-91; P1
and the_ Sov. Challe
11-13, 52-59; Mosel
Union Since Khrushc
73-76; Platig, The
World Affairs; U;K:
History textbooks,
Foreign Policy in a
Age; No. 2, pp. 37-
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Editors, The cnvipt ,Union,
Ch. 10; Great. Decisions,
1964, pp7817T7Fnaug, vaL
WIT-the Soy. Challenge, pp.
1)-13, 52-59; Mosely,
Union Since Khrushchev, pp.
73-76; Pfatig, Tti6707 and
World Affairs; U.S. and World
History textbooks? Maki n
Foreign Policy in a7111TETiar

-Age, No. 2, PP. 37-60.
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Checks on bias and competency of
authors.

S. Checks on comp'eteness of data,

A. EVALUATES SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

J. Generalizes from data.

G. Ideologies are important for the
structure they give to the polit-
ical system, the answers they give
to ambiguous situations, and the
cues for responses they suggest.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CUR-

. RENT PROBLEMS.

S. Checks on bias and competency of
authors.

S. Identifies basic assumptions.

-403-

D. At the present time, the U.S. facE
of important policy decisions in
with the Soviet Union. These dec
be made intelligently without con
political, economic, and social s
U.S.S.R., its foreign policy, and
relations among communist countri
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D. At the present time, the U.S. faces a number
of imortant.pollcy decisions in our relations
with the Soviet Union. These decisions cannot
be made intelligently without considering the
political, economic, and social system of the
U.S.S.R., its foreign policy, and the present
relations among communist countries.
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42. Have a pupil read and compare for the class the follow-
ing accounts of U.S. and Soviet work in underdeveloped
countries of Asia: Lederer, A Nation of Sheea and Led-
erer and Burdick, The Ugly ALeiTiaTI la novel) on Ameri-
can representatives anti policies; Kaznacheev, Inside A
Soviet Embassy on the work of Soviets In Burma. The stu-
dent should evaluate the sources of information .in terms
of bias and competency and completeness of data.

43. Have a pupil tell the class about the Foreign Policy
Headline Series analysis of factors in the American na-
tional character .Ahich influence American foreign pol-
icy.'

Discuss: Do you-think this-description is accurate of
the American national character? of American history?
Do you think these characteristics would really affect
American foreign policy? How do these characteristics
compare with those which you have read about the Soviets?
What difference does it make to foreign policy?

44. Have pupils list a series of specific issues which exist
today between the Soviet Union and the U.S. Perhaps the
committee which was set up to follow such news at the be-
ginning of the study of the U.S.S.R. might role-play a
briefing for new members of'Congress or the President. Or
pupils might follow the newspapers and news magazines for
a week to identify the issues.

45: Have pupils read current articles in news magazines and
magazines of opinion concerning policies which we should
follow in our dealings.with the Soviet Union (in general
and on specific policies.) Have pupils examine these
articles in terms of basic assumptions of authors, con-

Lederer A-Netionbl
Lederer and Burdick
'Ugly American;- Kam
Inside a Soviet Embi

Making Foreign Polic
WiMar Age, No.3, r

36.

-a.

Current news article;
Platig, The U.S. and
Soviet Challenge, pp
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S. Identifies logical falacies.

S. Checks for completeness of data.

S. Checks for consistency.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA,

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS,

S. Considers possible consequences of
alternative courses of action.
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sistency, completeness, bias, and logical arguments.
Have several pupils read the analysis of pros and cons
of general policies in Platig.

46. Have several pupils prepare written or oral mock inter-
views between an American reporter and Soviet leaders
and the American Secretary of State about current issues
or policies related to relations between the two coun-
tries.

7. Have a pupil tape a Radio-Moscow English language broad-
cast and play it or sections of it to the class. He
should lead the class discussion on it in terms of pur,
poses of broadcast, indications of Marxian ideology, at
titudes shown about U.S., etc.

48. Have a group of students debate some current issue relat-
ed to American policy toward the Soviet Union. Or have
several groups debate different policies. Instead, you
might prefer'to have groups present panel discussions on
these issues: (e.g. Have panels or debates on issues
related to our policies toward Viet Nam, Berlin, etc.).

Or have a group of pupils role-play a meeting of the
President's Cabinet or the National Security Council as
they meet to discuss policy on specific issues.

Or quote recent speeches by Congressional or administra-
tion leaders on Soviet foreign policy or on our policy
toward the Soviet Union. Have pupils discuss these
stands.
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A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

.
1,.1 e JIS
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S. Considers possible consequences of
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49. Have pupils list a number of crisis situations related
to the Cold War since Stalin's de3th. Now have them try
to work out a balance sheet indicating success and fail-
ure of Soviet foreign policies in each case.

Read aloud the Foreign Policy Headline Series description
of the Soviet focus upon long-term.goals and patience in
the light of immediate frustration. Discuss: How do you
think these successes and failures have affected Soviet
foreign policy thus far ? Do you think they will affect
Soviet policies in the future? Why or why not? inlight,r-
of the Soviet focus upon long-range goals and Matxian ex-
pectations about what will happen to capitalism, do you
think there is any quick way of ending Soviet-U.S.-con-
flicts decisively? Why - or why 'not?

50. During the introduction to the entire unit on the U.S.S.R.
pupils may have read Adlai Stevenson's remarks on the
peril the U.S. faces If it does not decide to make the
necessary sacrifices to meet Soviet competition. If so,
have them re-read it at this time or at least review the
ideas he presented. Then discuss: Have you changed your
mind at all about Stevenson's statement? Why or why not?

51. A*K: Suppose the Soviet government were to become more
democratic. What effect might this have upon Soviet for-
eign policy? Remind pus that they have done some
reading on this topic earlier. Have them spend more time
now looking at various predictions of possible change or
lack of change in the Soviet Union. Or have several pu-
pils reporton these predictions; Have pupils list some

the predictions on the chalkboard. Discuss: Which
of these predictions do you think most likely? Why?
What implications do you think each would have for the

Swearer and Longacker,
ieme. Comm., pp, 215-2
Making Foreign Policy
Nuclear Age,igo: 2, pr
39.

e.g. Holt & Turner, S
Union, last ch.; inke
rarger, Sov. Societ
pp. 648-5 .onquest,
sia After Khrushchev,
14-15, 17-1K; L. Fisc
New RusSia, ch. 10; 8
ii.07077eds., Patt
of Government, pp.
649:650, 681, and Ch.
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A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

G. Compromise is easier where there is
not an ideological pe,ception. of
the issues, that is, where the is.
sues are not moralized and not seen
as related to other issues.

-* . ..:"!:;)
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policies which the U.S. should adopt toward the Soviet
Union? (e.g. What policies should we adopt in an at-
tempt to bring about these changes, if we think we could
help? What policies should we adopt if we think certain
predictions are proving true?)

52. Now return to the possible alternative courses of broad
policy action suggested during the introduction to the
unit on the U.S.S.R. Have pupils list other possibilities
too, in the light of their study. Have pupils return
once more to the goals (that they listed at the beginning
of the unit) for our relations with the U.S.S.R. Asks
Have you changed your minds at all about these goals? Do
you wish to modify your statement of them?

Now have pupils list possible consequences of each course
of action which has been suggested. What evidence do
they have to support the likelihood that these consequenas
would follow? Pupils shoud consider all that they now
know about the Soviet Union in trying to reach conclu-
sions about these alternative courses of action. They
should compare the possible consequences of each course
with their own goals and values.

Finally, each student shoud prepare a paper in which he
indicates which course or courses of action he would sup-
port tentatively, with the reasons for his. choice. After-
wards, the class should discuss these conclusions. If

pupils arrived at different conclusions, why did they do
so? Are the differences due to differences in values?
differences in predictions about possible consequences of
alternatives, differences in assessment of U.S. resources?
etc..

I;



A. HAS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR
TAKING INFORMED ACTION ABOUT PROB-
LEMS CONFRONTING THE NATION.

S. Generalizes from. data.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE FINALITY OF
KNOWLEDGE.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES ANO DATA.

A. VALUES KNOWLEDGE FOR THE SAKE OF
KNOWLEDGE, AS A MEANS OF HELPING
MAN UNDERSTAND THE WORLD IN WHICH
HE LIVES.
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. A student might write a letter to his congressman about
any legislation related to our relations with the Soviet
Union (including foreign aid legislation, military build-
up, etc.).

54. Come back to the question raised at the beginning of this
sub-unit. Now that you have studied U.S.-U.S.S.R. far.
eign relations, do you think that peaceful coexistence IS
possible between these two countries? Why or why not?,

55. Give pupils any current or recent public opinion poll on
our relations with the U.S.S.R. which appears during the
year. Have pupils mcpare their attitudes with those of
American people as a whole. If they differ, how can pu-
pils account for the differences?

Or give pupils the same pretest or attitudes scale_ admin-
istered at the beginning of their study of the U.S.S.R.
Have pupils compare results. If attitudes have changed,
discuss reasons for change.

56. Quote Thomas P. Whitney's assessment of how editors in Whitney, Russia in
the U.S. filtered the news which they printed about the p. 160.
Soviet Union while he was a news correspondent in the
U.S.S.R. Ask: Why is it dangerous to have U.S. oditors
permit their bias to affect what news they print? Do
you think that editors have been as guilty of this fault
since Sputnick as when Whitney was describing affairs?
What evidende do you have for your conclusion?

57. Have pupils consider once again the amount and kind of
help which they got from the different social sciences
in their attempts- to study foreign policy problems relat-
ed to.the U.S.S.R.
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write a letter to his congressman about
related to our relations with the Soviet
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Whitney, 122a1121nh_Lits,
p. 160.
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A. BELIEVES THAT THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
CAN CONTRIBUTE TO MEN'S WELFARE
BY PROVIDING INFORMATION AND EX-
PLANATORY GENERALIZATIONS WHICH
HELP THEM ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE FINALITY OF
KNOWLEDGE; CONSIDERS GENERALIZA-
TIONS AND THEORIES AS TENTATIVE,
ALWAYS SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE
LIGHT OF NEW EVIDENCE.
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Also discuss: :ire there other benefits gained from the
work done by each kind of socialsclentist as he studies
the Soviet Union. (e.g. Can we learn anything about
cultural change or totalitarianism, etc. which has
broader implications than just our relations' with the
Soviet Union?) Have pupils prepare a list of generali-
zations which they have developed from their study of
the U.S.S.R. and which they think might have broader
transfer value for studying other problems or areas of
the world. Have pupils suggest concrete situations in
which: these might have value. Discuss: Can you be sure
that these generalizations will hold true in another cul-
ture? Why or why not? What is the value of testing
such generalizations in other cultures, past and pres-
ent? Have you studied any other cultures in which you
think these generalizations do hold true? in whFch you
think 'they do not?

58. *Give a .unit test covering,all of*the work on the U.S.S.R. .

Discuss .results in crass.

59. Ask for volunteers for a follow-up committee to keep the-
class informed.about new developments related to U.S.S.R.

GO. Point out that class mill study China next. What ques-
tions do they now1104e about China in the light of what
they have just studied about the Soviet Union?
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Reading Level Key: ** Very, easy reading for 11th grade students
-* Easy reading for 11th grade studetits

Average reading difficulty for lith grade students
# Somewhat above average reading difficulty for 11th grade
## For only very good 11th grade students

Parts I - II. Introduction and Geography

A. High School Textbooks and Booklets

*James, Preston and Nelda Davis. The Wide
World. -New York: Macmillan, 1962,
"C"Fg7-26-27.

**Jackson, W.W.D. Soviet Union. Grand
Rapids: Fideler Company, 1962. Illus.

Kohri, Clyde and Dorothy W. Drummond.
The World Today, Patterns and Cultures,.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963, chs. 25-
28.

*Lengyel, Emil. The Soviet Union ,(book-
let). New York: Oxford University
Press, 1960, ch. 1.

1 **Petrovich, Michael B. Soviet Union
(Today's torld in Focus Booklet) . New
York: Ginn, 1964, ch. 1.

Platig, E. Raymond. The U.S. and the
Soviet Challenge (Foreign Relations
' ies Pamphlet). River Forest: Laid-
law, 1966.

al

Rieber, Alfred J. and Robert C
A Stud of the U S.S.R and
paper ac icago: co

man, 1962.

*Scholastic Book Service Edito
viet Union (booklet). New
Mastic Book Services, 1965,

*Schwartz, Harry. The Soviet
munist Economic power oo
cago: Scott, Foresmah, 1963
25 (resources).

B. College Textbooks

#Cressey, George B. Soviet Po
Geographic Aepraisil. Syra
cuse University-Press, 1962
available in paperback edit
same publisher.)

#Deasy, George F., Phyllis R.
Willard Miller, and Earl C.
World's Nations. Philadelp
cot, 1958. Useful maps.
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*Scholastic Book Service Editors, The So-
vier Union (booklet). New York: Scho-
lastic-took Services, 1965, ch. 1.

*Schwartz, Harry. The Soviet Unionlccm-
munrst Economic mower (booklet).-Ini=
cago: Scott, Foresman, 1963, PP. 19-
25 (resources).

B. College Textbooks

#Cressey, George B. Soviet Potentials, A
Geographic Aepraisal. Syracuse: Syra-
cuse University Press, 1962. (Also
available in paperback edition from
same publisher.)

#Deasy, George F., Phyllis R. Greiss, E.
Willard Miller, and Earl C. Case. The
World's Nations. Philadelphia: Lippin-
cott, 1958. Useful maps.
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aydolph, Paul E. Geography of the U.StS,R,
New York: Wiley, 1964. Essential for
unit.

Mellor, Roy, E. Geography of the
U.S S R. New York: MacmIllain, 1964.

##Meyer, .^ifred and John Streitelmeier,
Geography in World Society A ConceR-
tual A roach. Philadelphi a: Lippin-
cott, A topical approach.

#Miller, E. Willard, George T. Renner,
and others. Global Geo ra h . New
York: Crowell,-1557: t ough the
chapter on the U.S.S.R. is not too
useful for the purposes of this unit,
the teacher may wish to refer Lo se-
lected sections of topical chapters
such as soils, ch. 8, waters, ch. 6,
and climate, ch. 7.)

Wheeler, Jessie H., Jr., Trenton Kost-
bade, and Richard S. Thoman. Region-
al Geo ra h of the World. New York:
o t, , c s. 2-13.

C. Other..Books

#Holt,_Robert T. and John 'E. Turner, eds.,
Soviet Union, Paradox and Change,
TPTJE5CITT Zi-TOTITITM, 1962,
chs. 2 and 4.

*Huff, Darrell and Irving.Geis.
Lie With Statistics (paperbac
York: Norton.

#Inkeles, Alex and Kent Geiger,
viet Societ A Book of Read
ton: 'oug ton in,

*Thayer, Charles W. and Editors
Russia (Life World Library).
TIFWTnc., 1965 ed.

Whiting, Kenneth R. The Sovie
day, (Paperback). New or
1966 ed., chs. 1, 7, 9.

D. Articles

Conger, Dean. "Siberia: Russi
Frontier," National Geo ra
1967, pp. 297-945.

Sochureck, Howard. "Russia's
Lands," Life, June 13, 1960.

Jaffe, Robert N., "Volga Rive
tation: Problems and Pros!):
Richard S. Thoman and Donal.
eds. Focus on Geo ra hic A.
Collection of Ori Ina ttl.

W7E-McGraw-RI- 9 pp

E. Magazine on U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R. Soviet Life Today..
Mont-hTypaiThhed-in U.S. b
Washington: Embassy of the
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York: Norton.

#Inkeles, Alex and Kent Geiger, eds. So-
viet Soviet A Book of Readings. Bos-
ton: oug ton i in, pp. 5-12.

*Thayer, Charles W. and Editors of Life.
Russia (Life World Library). New YL,'k:

1965 ed.

Whiting, Kenneth R. The Soviet Union To-
day. (Paperback). tkIEWSarfr571eTer,
1966 ed., chs. 1, 7, 9.

D. Articles

Conger, Dean. "Siberia: Russia's Frozen
Frontier," National Geographic, March,
1967, pp. 297-345.

Sochureck, Howard. "Russia's Remote
Lands," Life, June 13, 1960.

Taffe, Robert N., "Volga River Transpor-
tation: Problems and Prospects," in
Richard S. Thoman and Donald J. Patton,
eds. Focus on Geo ra hic Activity, A

nCollection of Origia ttidies. gew
VEITTNEtraw-H111, 1964, pp. 165-193.

E. Magazine on U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R., Soviet Life Today.. Illustrated
Monthly published In U.S. by Soviet Union.
Washington: Embassy of the U.S.S.R. In
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F. Reference Works

Oxford Regional Economic At'as. The

U.S.S.R. and Eastern Eurcpe. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1956.

Soviet Union in Mass. Chicago: Denoyer-

Geppert.

World Almanac and Scok of Facto. New

YoRINew.5pap.!r Ente7priaAlocia-
tion, most recent edition.
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Part 1;1 --

A. High SchoOl Textbooks and Booklefs

Eberstien, William. Two Ways' of Life.
New York: Holt, 1963.

Ewing, Ethel. Our Widening World,
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1951 edition,
Part IV. (Or the unit on The Slavic
World.can be purchased separately as
a pamphlet in 6-1963 edition.)

Jacobs, Dan N. The. Mnks of Commutiism._
(paperback). `N711:4

Row, 1963; chs. 2-3.

*Lengyel, Emil. The Soviet Union and
Its Peo le (booTaill:liewTc-arTix-

0 ed., ch. 3.

**Petrovich, Michael B. Soviet Union
(Today's World in Focus Booklet).

- Boston: Ginn,. 1964, chs. 2-3.

Rieber, Alfred J. and Robert C. Nelson.
A .tudy of the U.S.S.R. and Communism.
-Chicago: §65-6r5,Fores571962.

`Schlesinger, tna and Jonah Blustain.
Communism, What It Is and How It Works
APaitorica1 1pproach. Chicago: Scott
Foresman, 962.

*Scholastic 3ook Service Editors. Soviet
Union. Om York: Scholastic Book Ser-
vices, 1962i Om. 2, 4.

History

Stavrianos, Leften. A Global His
Man. Bo:,con: Allyn an Bacon,
Or unit on Soviet Union can b
chased separately as a booklet
pp. 312-13, 325, 343-44, 362-6

B. General Books
J

#Armstrong, John A. Ideoloquiol
And Government_in_TETS9ylet
An. introductio n (paperb.ick);

Mum, RIrome, J.9744100119afiailt-,

EIDM Ilintb_ftzibA_NAAPIgari
wry., ,Atheneum Paperback. N
Athaneum, 1964. One section o
gol period is reprinted in Riff

-'ings in Russian History, vol.
172, See below.

Carmichael, Joel. An Illustrat
of Russia. New York: A BeriTig'
R7F-1-61-& Co., n.d.

Carmichael, Joel. A Short His'o
Russian Revolution. --wwrot--k-3
BooRT779-647

#Charques, R.D. A Short History_
(Paperback.) New YOTZ Outton,

#Curtiss, John S. The Russian R
of 1917 (Anvil ViiietTack). r

New Jersey: Van-Norstrand, 195
.:
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Part III --

ooks and Booklets

in. Two Ways of L:fe.
1963.

r Widenin. WOrld,
y, 9 e i.tion,

:he unit on The Slavic
irchased separately as
.11963. edition.)

ks of Coinmun
liarper and

. 2-3.

rile Soviet Union and
Ox-

ch. 3.

el B. Soviet Union
in.FodirEEKTFET:

1964, chs. 2-3.

. and Robert C. Nelson.
U.S.S.R and Communism.
TreFe;man, 1961.

and Jonah Blustain,
t It Is'and How It Works,
pyroach. Chicago: Scott,

Service Editors. Soviet
rk: Scholastic Book Ser-
bs. 2, 4,

History

Stavrianos, Leften. A Global History Of
Man. Bo:,:on: Allyn and Bacon, 1962.
TOr unit on Soviet Union can be pur-
chased separately as a booklet.) See
Pp. 312-13, 325, 343-44, 362-64.

B. General Br)oks

//Armstrong, John A. ldeology4 Politics,
And Government in 'EnSoviet

.

UnT671.
An. r;7lV t on (05eiVirkr Tew York:

,

e
chs. 1-2,

101 um 1 A..rome. l Qr.r1 n

c' PilLth- TirL
tuxx, neum Paperback. gdw York:
Athaneup, 1964. One section on the Mon-
gol period is reprinted in Riha,
ings in Russian History, vol. 1, pp. 157-
172, See below.

Carmichael, Joel. An Illustrated History
of Russia. New VOTRTX-tei-iiTZT-Ka,
11-6170-67Co., n.d.

Carmichael, Joel. A Short History of the
Russian Revolution. -WW771-667V3 Basic
Boo

#Charques, R.D. A Short History...11f Russia.
(Paperback.) New York: OultoiGT9567--

#Curtiss, John S. The Russian Revolutions
of 1917 (Anvil Paperback -).--PTITaT-On,
Tle7-57sey: Van-Norstrand, 1957.



*Fairservis, Walter A. Horsemen of the
Steppes. Cleveland: WiTTUT-TWITTie
especially chi. 3, 5-6.

#Florinsky, Michael T. The End of The
Russian Empire. New York: Collier
Books Paperb.ck, 1961.

'eGoldston, Robert. The Russian Revolu-
tion. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1966.

#Gordon, Manya. Workers Before and After
Lenin. New YoTT-5iniiTon7-14477

#Karpovich, Michael. imperial Russia,
380-191.7 (paperbat107ffe776FR:
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1960 ed.

##Kennan, George E. The Decision to In-
tervene. Princeton U.P., 195U.

Kennan, George F. Siberia and the Ex-
ile System. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1558 ed. (original published
in 1891).

#McClosky, Herbert and Turner, John E.
The Soviet Dictatorship. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1560. See chs. 1-5.

I
Mandel, William. 'Russia Re-examined

(paperback). New York: Hill" and Wang,
1964.

#Moorehead, Alan. The Russian Revolu-
tion. (Bantam parTeTraTTNa0767R:
iTgaim Books, 1958 original copyright.
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(Also serialized with many il
in Ufe, Jan. 12, 20,-27, Fe

*Moscow, Henry. Russia Under t
Horizon Caravel Book, Must
American Heritage Publishing,
tributed by Harper and Row,
1%2.

*Rice, Tamara Talbot. Finding
The Earl Russians. New. Yor
Lea epar , 2. See es
pp. 19-71, 96-112.

*Seeger, eiizabeth. The Pa can
sian History. New. YOTkiUq'

*Shub, Boris and,Quint, Bernard
Stalin, A Photo History of .0
New 'York: gwen Publications,

**Teall, Kaye M. From Tsars to
The Stor of trtrikiTaFri-ira
New Yor : essner, 1966.

Troyat, Henri. Daily Life in
Under the Last Tsar. New `fc

millan, 1967: (Fictionalize
but useful material. See e
chs. 5, 7, 13.)

#Walsh, Warren B. Russia and
Union. Anne ArEOT-1077-7
P7iFF, 1958.

#Whiting, Kenneth R. The Sovi
dAy. New York: Praeger, 19
UTC-k) chs. 3-4.
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(Also serialized with many illustrations
in Life, Jan. 12, 20, 27, Feb. 3, 1958).

*Moscow, Henry. Russia Under the Czars.
Horizon Caravel Book, Illustrated.
American Heritage Publishing Co. Dis-
tributed by Harper and Row, New York,
1962.

*Rice, Tamara Talbot. Finding Out About
The Earl Russians. New York: Lothrup,
reT epar , 9Z2. See especially
PP. 19-71, 96-112.

*Seeger, Elizabeth. The Pa eant of Rus-
sian History.. NewTOT : Lorgmans,

*Shub, Boris and Quint, Bernard. Since
Stalin A Photo Histor of Our
ew 'or : wen u 'cations,

**Teall, Kaye M. From Tsars to Commissars,
The Stor of OFTIFMTOWIVOZIUTion.
New Yor : Messner, 1966.

Troyat, HehrL. Dail Life in Russia
Under the Last sal-. New or : ac-
;Than, 1962. (Fictionalized account
but useful material. See especially
chs. 5, 7, 13.)

#Walsh, Warren R. Russia and the Soviet
Union. Anne Arb67711777715TRTEETP7-
157iFi, 1958.

#Whiting, Kenneth R. The Soviet Union To-
day New York: Praegi771767775TVF:
back) chs. 3-4.



C.- Specifically on.MarXian Ideology (for.
Use by teacher)

#Hook, Sidney: Marx and the Marxists.
(Anvil Paperbaa177715Teton, New
Jersey: Van Nostrand, 1955.

##Hunt, R.N. Carew, The Theory and Prac-
. tic of Communism, An Introduction.Tie7oiYTrcrrT,

#Lenin, Vladimir I. State andRevolu-
tioq. New York: Inhnratlor:al
1 hers.

##Marx, Karl. C,,Tital and Uttar. Writiv.
Edited by tOZ-agliilan. Via TOW"
Modern Library.

D. Collections of Readings.

##Adams, Arthur E., ed. The Russian Rev-
olution and Bolshevik Victor...014i
and TITS70 (Problems in uropaan Civ-
iTaarbin booklet). Boston: Heath,
1960.

##Black, Cyril E., ed. ine Transforma-
tion of Russian Societ As ects of
Socia C ange Since a ri.e:
H7rvard U. Press, 1960.

YDaniels, Robert V. A Documentary His-
fory of Communism (paperbackr. V6Ts.
T 2. ECTV6FR7Vintage, 1962.
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#Hendel, Samuel, ed. The SoviE
Princeton: Van Nostrand, 19f
chs. 2, 4-6, 8-9,

Hoff, Rhoda. Russia Adventur
witness History. -1164-11rOH(T
Walck, Inca, 1964.

#1nkeles, Alex and Geiger, Kent
viet Society, A Book of ReakJ
ton: [T6T.C4M:onTriTftinT 1.961;

Mehlinser, Nu..mrd, ed. Corflnui

ThoRu,i4Pvr:tico,A 11:94'
r6' Hi9h -.)t;1^.)1-8Euki:,=64..coi 06q:

#Riha, Thomas, ed. Readin s
History a(paplarba" 3 vo s.
University of Chicago Press

Stavrianos, Leften S., ed. R
World History. Boston: Al
'162".

#Swearer, Howard R. and Longak
P. Cintem orar Communism:
PracFice. Belmont: a swor

#Walsh, Warren B., ed...,Readin
History: 3.vols. Syracuse:
ITIVirsity PresS, 1963 ed.

E. Biographies

*BaYei-Aina Brown. Peter the
York: Van uard.. 1
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)ooklet). Boston: Heath,

E. , ed. The Transforma-
;sian Society, Aspects of
e Since TL:61 Cambrite:
Press,

art V. A Documentary His-
nmunism 1515e7 back).
York: Vintage, 1962.
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#Hendel, Samuel, ed. The Soviet Crucible.

Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1963 edition,
chs. 2, 4-6, 8-9.

Hoff, Rhoda. BussiaAcre5 in Eye:
witness HistorV.--Naro-ek-i-Hd57377.
Wa1ck, Inc., 1964.

#Inkeles, Alex and Geiger, Kent, eds. So-
viet Society,; A Book of Readings. 116;;---

TCW: ITOTATIoriRiffliti, 1961.

ilQhl in r, Huxird, ed. (orl.:111n1;41 In

ThLtoxy_,AA Pr-f:tico, A ;,-)ok of
fai .nn

#Riha, Thomas, ed. Readings in Russian
History (papbrbaar 3 vols. CETCago:
University of Ch;;:ago Press, 1964.

Stavrianos, Leften S., ed. Readier V= in
World History; Boston: Al yn an con,
T§62.

#Swearer, Howard R. and Longaker, Richard
P. Contemporary Communism: Theory and
Practice . Belmont: Wadsworth,-1963.awl& ...T. tOmil...6.

Nelsh, Warren B., ed. ,fteassien
History. 3 vols. Syracuse:
University Press, 19.63 ed. Paperback.

E. Biographies

*Baj<er, Nina Brown.- Peter the Great. New
York: Vanguard. 1943.
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*Baker, Nina Brown. Lenin. New York:
Vanguard, 1945.

##Berlin, Isaiah,..Aarl Marx -- His Life
and Environment (paperback). New
York: Oxford University Press, 1960.

*Coolidge, Olivia. Makers of the Red
Revolution. Boston: -Houghton Mif-
flin, 1963.

##Deutscher, Isaac. Stalin: A Political
Biography. (Paperback). New York:
Vintage, 1960.

Fischer, Louis. The Life and Death of
Stalin. clew YoTT7TE570773/.

Heilbroner, Robert L. The Wor4d1 Phil-
oso hers (poperback). ew Yor : Time,
nc., 62 ed. Ch. 6 is on Marx.

Lamb, Harold. The Cit of the Tsar:
Peter the Great and fEVROWECTIEe
WiTITtZTTIZT-City: Ei7.616-aTTg411.

Lamb, Harold. Genghis Khan and the
Mon ol Horde. New YO71-77FOIET-

---

ouse,

Lamb,'Harold. Genghis .Khan: The Emloer-
or of All Men: Garden City: Male-
.0IT19517--TMso in Bantam Book paper-
back.)

Lamb Harold: The March of Muscovy.
Ivan The Terrible and Growtn of
....7s1-5711;iVir43371641171ir117in
City: Doubleday, 19 8.

Scherman, Katherine. Catherin
New York: Random House, 195
alized biography.)

#Shub, David. Lenin (paperbac
ment). New York New Ameri
(Mentor), 1959 ed.

##Souvarine, Boris. Stalin A
vv .y of Bolshevism. New Yor
1-939.

F. Novels

Various novels from 19th cent

Orwell, George. Animal Farm.
Harcourt Brace,-M767-1Th
in paperback edition from S

Pasternak, Boris. Doctor Zhi
back). New York: New Amer!
(Signet), 1958 ed.
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mi. Lenin. New York:
5:

Karl Marx -- His Life
nt (paperback). New
University Press, 1960:

a. Makers of the Red
Boston: Houghton Mif-

Stalin: A Political
Paperback). New York :.

The Life and Death of
York PUTP77193.

ert L. The Wortidl Phil-
avback). ew Yor : Time,

Ch. 6 is on Marx.

The City of the Tsar:
at and .6767g57J-EE-fFe
City:MMI-a-a7-7/4.

Genghis Khan and the
New York: Random

pi_et(han:The Em er-
6i-it-deri City: ou e-
Also in Bantam Book paper-

The March of Muscovy

nit=e7-45757-16487r,;arden
rday,'048.

Scherman, Katherine. Catherine the Great.
New York: Random House, 1957. Fiction-
alized biography.)

#Shub, David. Lenin (paperback abridge-
ment). New Fc-7 New American Library
(Mentor), 1959 ed.

##Souvarine, Boris; StalljnuALCliticalSur-
vey of Bolshevism.----1464Y64rdiigfiiiTi,
1939.

F. Novels

Various novels from 19th century Russia.

Orwell, George. !ylimglfam. New York:
Harcourt Brace,19146.---TATso available
in paperback edition from Signet.)

Pasternak, Boris. Doctor Zhivago. (paper-
back). New York:75-77WWFTCan Library
(Signet), 1958 ed,
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Part IV -- Totalitarian Society

A. Observers of the Soviet Scene

1. Refugees (Eyewitnesses and stories
-of eyewitnesseE )

*Armonas, Barbara.' Leave Your Tears
in Moscow. Philacii7lila:
cott, 1961. (Married to :An
can, this Lii-hun

to get out or ,t
hfAioninj of Wol!ii W,JI. II,

SI ios.',arrest:Id and speitt yo;,Irs
in prison camps until her relza:,3
after Stalin's death.)

# Borodin, N. M. One Man in His Time.
London:- Consig61-71W57Tierso-
cial scientist describes his life
until his defection in 1948.)

Barmine, Alexander. One Who Survived.
New York: G.P. Putnam s Sons,
1945. -(An escaped Russian diplo-
mat tells his sto.'y.)

# Beck, F. and Godin, W. Russia244ras
and the Extraction of Confessions.
New YorTi--Iking, 1951. Two
refugees. c.iescribe their own experi-
ences and also present a general
treatment of the purges.)

Bevlov, Fedor. The Histor of a So-
viet Col lecta arm. New York:

Praeger, 1955. (T
a collective farm
vization and its p

Buber, Margarete.
London: Victor Ga
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)nd impri,;( ,o h

, ad in ,

flthridv, Ail
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merican writer tel
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* Fischer, Louis, ed. 1

York: Harper, 194
of 13 refugees frorr

Gliksman, Jerzy, Tell
York: Gresham PM--
Polish refugee from
rested in the U.S.S
a labor camp. He t
story.)

Kalme, Albert. Total
Appleton-Century-Cr
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ewYo-r-ki7"--TnITRT7T95T. (Two
.7fugees_describe their own experi-
)ces,and also present a general
-eatmelt of the purges. )

3V, Fedor. The History of a So-
jet Collective Farm. New York:

Praeger, 1955. (The former head of
a.collective farm describes collecti-
vization and its problems.)

Buber, Maigarete. Under Two Dictators.
Lf_41:1J341: Victor -5-Tranaz, Lfa.,
i949. (A wt enn describes her arrest
and impri5u,o,nt in a Soviet labor

f141 in labor

:ihcidge, Ellie. Niil. i!cw York:
Simon & Schuter," T956. (An A-
merican writer Pens the story of
a Russian woman who married an A-
merican correspondent in Russia.

. Nila tells her story to Ethridge.)

*Fischer, Louis, ed. 13 Who Fled. New
York: Harper, 19497-11-FiiTories
of 13 refugees from the Soviet Union.)

* Gliksman, Jerzy, Tell the West. New .

York: Gresham PTEs, rm.: (A
. Polish refugee from Hitler was ar-

rested in the U.S.S.R. and sentrto
a labor camp. He tells his own
story.)

Kalme, Albert. Total Terror. New York:
Appleton-Century-TTETIT7-1951. (A.
teacher in the Baltic countries tells
of the communist treatment of the
Baltic ccuntries after the invasion
of World War II.)
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#Kazaacheev, Aleksandr. Inside a Sovi-
et Embassy. Philadelphia: Lippin-
cott, 1962. (A Soviet working in
the embassy in Burma defects to
the West.)

#Kravchenko Victor. I Chose Freedom.
New York: Scribners, 1946. (A
Soviet engineer, representing the
Soviet Union in the U.S., tells
why he defected from the Soviet
Union.) Digested io Reader's Di-
gest, Nov. 1946.

Kitchen, George. Prisoner of the
OGPU. New York: longmans, Green
& Co., 1935. (A businessman from
Finland tells of his arrest and
imprisonment.)

* Lipper, Elinor. Eleven Years in
Soviet Prison Cams. Chicago:

. pro-communist
woman who went to the U.S.S.R.
tells of her experiences in prison
camps. Digested in Reader's Digest
for 1951.)

* Mowrer, Lilian T. Arrest and Exile.
New York: W. Morrow & Co., 1941.
(An American correspondent tells
the story of an American woman who
was married to a Pole and was ar-
rested during World War II and
sent to a prison camp.)

Pirogov, Peter. Wh I

York: Duell, oan
(A Soviet veteran of
escapes to the West
aircraft. )

Steinberg, Julian. Ve
Decades. New Yor :

TWE57--ce, 1950. (In
of excerpts from acc
and visitors.)

Tchernavin, Tatiana.
Soviets. New York:
TO:717c, 1934. (A
tells of her experi
prison camp and her
to Finland.)

* Tchernavi., Vladimir.
Prisonee& of he Soy

Russian scientist t
periences in labor

Pychodko, Nicholas. 0
Million. Boston:
1952.. (A former pr
Ukraine writes abou
prison camp.)

# Weissberg, Alexander.
York: Simon & Schu
scientist from a ne
tells of his arrest
securing
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!genry, pro-communist
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!mps. Digested in Reader's Digest
>r June, 1951.)

:r, Lilian 'I% Arrest and Exile.
:VI York: W. Morrow & Co,, 1541.
01 American correspondent tells
ie story of an American woman who
is married to a Pole and was ar-
!sted during World War 11 and
:nt to a prison camp.)

Pirogov, Peter. Why I Escaped. New
York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1950.
(A Soviet veteran of World War II
escapes to the West in his military
aircraft.)

I-

Steinberg, Julian. Verjictiof Three
Decades. New York: Duell, Sloan
3,RiFEe, 1950. (Includes a series
of excerpts from accounts of refugees
and visitors.)

*Tchernavin, Tatiana. Esc 'e from the
Soviets. New York: Dutton &
C677171c., 1934. to Russian woman
tells of her experiences in a Russian
prison camp and her family's escape
to Finland.)

* Tchernavi., Vladimir. I Speak for the
Prisoners' ofhe Soviets. Boston:
BiTETTIgEinan Flint77935. (A

Russian scientist tells of his ex-
periences in labor camps.)

Pychodko, Nicholas. One of the Fifteen
Million. Boston: ITITTibrown,
9T 52.7~(A former professor in the
Ukraine writes about his life in a
prison camp.)

# Weissberg, Alexander. The Accused. New
York: Simon & Schuster, 17"17 (A
scientist from a neighboring country
tells of his arrest and methods of
securing confessions.



Wittlin, Tadeuz. A Reluctant Traveler
in Russia. New York: Rinehart,
1-9377-7 Pole taken prisoner at
the outbreak of World War 11, tells
of his travels to several prisons
and labor camps in the U.S.S.R.)

2. Visitors to the U.S.S.R.

Bel f , S.11 ly A

I I

Duranty,
of Soviet Russia.

Lipift, 1944. (An A-
merican correspondent describes
early period of Soviet control.)

Douglas, William 0. ikussian Journey.
New Yo Doubida");7195-6. (A
meNber i the U.S. Supreme Court
visited the Soviet Union in 1955
and analyzed what he saw there.)

Fischer, Louis. Russia Revisited,
Garden City, NEW 1767-k-:---19S77 (An
American correspondent who spent
many years in Russia in the 1920's
and 1930's revisited the Soviet
Union in 1956 to find out what had
happened since Stalin's death. He
also tells the story of the satel-
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lite countries during
cvolts of the 1950's.

Fischer, Markoosha (Berth
in Russia. New York:
(A Russian woman marri
werican correspondent,
in the U.S.S.R. in the

during the purges

'

cho:Iges

God..2y, Michel. Visa to
York: Knopf, 1952. 17
rsondent visited the
and comments on the in
life as he found it.)

* Kirk, Lydia. Postmarked
York; Scribrie777
of an American diploma
life as she saw it in
capital from 1942-1352

Levine, Irving, Main Str
Garden City, NewYor :

1959. (This book desc
aspects of Soviet life
a visitor in the late

Magidoff, Robert. The K
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ir,t1. Russia, Philadelphia:
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Louis. Russia Revisited.
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i 1956 to find out what had
ned since Stalin's death. He
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lite countries during and after the
revolts of the 1950's.)

Fischer, Markoosha (Be,-tha). My Lives
in Russia. New York: Harper, 1944.
-(A Russian woman married to an A-
worican correspondent, describes life
in the U.S.S.R. in the 1920's and a-

during the purges of the 1930's.)

;!:2rtha). ';;;pion

:a 1.. Afr 2i ;c.irs'
,S,S,R.

cha:Igcs

nord:y, Michel. Visa to Moscow,. New
York: Knopf, T-951. 71 "French car-
rospondent visited the Soviet Union
and comments on the intellectual
life as he found it. )

* Kirk, Lydia. Postmarked Moscow. New
York: Scribner, 1952. (The wife
of an American diplomat describes
life as she saw it in the Soviet
capital from 1942-1952.)

Levine, Irving. Main Street, U.S.S.R.
Garden City, NewTork: Doubleday,
1959. (This book describes many
.)spects of Soviet life as seen by
a visitor in the late 1950's.)

M)gidoff, Robert. The Kremlin vs. the



People. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, 1956. (An American
corespondent describes life in
Russia.)

*Norton, Howard. Only in Russia.
Princeton: Van NostranT, 1961.
(An American correspondent who
lived in the U.S.S.R. with his
family from 1956 to 1959 tells
the story of economic and social
conditions.

Rounds, Frank. Window on Red Square.
. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1.953.

(A member of the American embassy
describes life in the Soviet Union
shortly before Stalin's death.)

Salisbury, Harrison. Russia on the
Way. New York: Macmillan, 1946.
(An American correspondent describes
what he saw during World War II.)

Salisbury, Harrison. An American In
Russia. New York: Harper, 1955.
TSalisbury describes what he saw
from 1949-1954.)

Salisbury, Harrison. To Moscow and
Beyond. New York: Harper, 1960.
(Salisbury describes what he saw
in 1959. )

Salisbury, Harrison. A New Russia?
New York: Harper and Row, 1962.
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(Salisbury describes
U.S.S.R. during his 1

Schakovksoy, Zinaida. T

Was Mine. New York:
(A Russian princess w
the Bolshevik revolut
in 1957 as the wife o
diplomat.)

*Schwartz, Harry, ed. Ma
rnunism. New York:
Corp.

# Schwartz, Harry. The R
sia Since WorldWar I

Praeger.

Stevens, Leslie C. Russ
Boston: Atlantic-
1953. (An American r
describes life durin
1947-49.)

Stevenson, Adlai. Frier
What I Learned in
Harper, 95 . An e
candidate describes
the U.S.S.R. during
1959.)

*Westbrook, Robert. Jou
Iron Curtain. New
-1-MT-711Eigh schoo
hds just completed h
year, journeys to th
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(Salisbury describes life in the
U.S.S.R. during his 1961-1962 visit.)

Schakovksoy, Zinaida. The Privilege
Was Mine. New York: Putnam, 1959.
(A Russian princess who flcd after
the Bolshevik revolution returned
in 1957 as the wife of a French
diplomat.)

*Schwartz, Harry, ed. Marly_Faces of Com-
munism. New York: BeFRIETF6151-7
fOrp.

# Schwartz, Harry. The Red PhoenixRus-
sia Since World-71E1i: ---Trev.-TcrET
Praeger.

Stevens, Leslie C. Russian Assignment.
Boston: Atlantic-Little, Brown,
1953. (An American Naval-Attache
describes life during hi5., stay in
1947-49.)

Stevenson, Adlai. Friends and Enemies:
What I Learned inTUFila. New York:
Harper, 1959. lAn ex-presidential
candidate describes experiences in
the U.S.S.R. during the summer of
1959.)

*Westbrook, Robert. Journey Behind the
Iron Curtain. New or : utnam,
1-97617-71TF.igh school student who
has just completed his sophomore
year, journeys to the Soviet Union
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with other high school students
and meets many Soviet youths. He
reports his react ions to this
1961 trip. )

3. Autobiography by Soviet author during
post-Stalin thaw.

Yevtushenko, Yeugeni i (Evtushenko,
Evgen i i A lexandrov ich). A Pre-
kloci5;us A,ItrbiolL phx. Ne+4.:,;(k:

-r)3,

I: 1110 t. I r 7

Pciinph 1 ets , Book1,2.ts , and Nigh
Textbooks.

Ebens te ' n , W i l l i a m . Communism in
Theory and Practice. (BcOold--et. )

New York: Ho t.

# Foreign Policy Association. Great
Decisions , 1966. New York:
Foreign Policy Assoc., 1966.

*.Lengye , Emi 1. The Soviet Union.
New York: 0xT3T-d-, T962ed. See
chs . 2, 8. (Pamphlet. )

*Scholastic Editors. The Soviet Union.
New York: Scholas-ii62. cfi. 5.

Jacob, Dan. N. The Masks of Commun-
ism.... Elmsford, New York: Harper
& Row, 1963. (Paperback.) Sve pp.

89-99 for, events just a
death; pp. 103-108, 113
ernment.

Gyorgy, Andrew. Communism
t ive. Chicago: Al 1 yn

T96-4. See especially p
84-87.

Mosely, Philip. SovieU_ni
( Head
i gn cy

1 ; y r

'7,coklet). New
Y)k Nines.

Schl,::singer, Ina, and lus

Cuiynunism, What t. Is. an

We -Wks 2. A 'Firs tor r6T Xpj)
Chicago: Scott, Foresma
Chs. 5-6.

Swearingen, Rodger. The We
mun i sm. Boston: Hought
M-2-7 See pp. 69-78.

2. Books Particularly Useful f

Political System (other th
witness accounts ).

MI Armstrong, John A. Ideoloq
and Government i n the So
An Introduction. New Yo
/962-7VaTer1-5-c-k.
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Booklets , and High S,i-,001

William. Communism in
Ind Practice77TOOTTeT.)

1 icy Association. Great
:s , 1966. New York:
FOITEVAssoc., 1966.

i1. The Soviet Union.
Ox-ro7a, 1962ed. See

8. (Pamphlet. )

Editors. The Soviet Union.
ScholasITETT562. cF. 5.

N. The Masks of Commun-
ims for-a , New.York: Harper
963. (Paperback. ) See pp.

89-99 for events just after Stalin's
death; pp. I 03- ; 08, 113-126 on gov-
ernment.

Gyorgy, Andrew. Communism in Pe rspec-
t i/e. Chicago: AlTyn &
T96-4. See especial 1 y pp. 73-78,
84-87.

MosF.ly, Philip. Soviet Union S
(Head r.:: t

Y7ik r -.1 gn y ,
y i on. i i

y 1 1.100!<lc ) ;Cid i , i C: .:31J
tit k Iiffie,S.

Schl es z:-..oer,, Ina, ;:,rid Blus i.n in , Jonah.
-,±nmun i s M , What I t I s. and How t

t145 A -Ms o r Nap r -.Th
Chik.:ago: Scott, Foresman, 1962.
Chs. 5-6.

Swear ingen, Rodger. The World of Com-
munism. Boston: Houghton
1962. See pp. 69-78.

2. Books Particularly Useful for Study of
Political System (other than eye-

witness accounts ).

My Arms trong, John A. Ideolca,Polit
and Government in (he Soviet Union,
An Introduction. NC' 4,1 Yor7: Praeger,
19677--P5WiTia.



Bauer, Raymond. Nine Soviet Por-
traits. Cambridge, Mass.:
1 T7 Press, 1955. (Paperback.)
Fictionalized accounts. Chs. on
students, party secretary, writer,
secret police agent.

# Bauer, Raymond, Inkeles, Alex, and
Kluckhon, Clyde. How the Soviet
System Works. (Vintage Paperback.)
New York: Vintage Books, 1956 ed,
(A difficult but highly useful
book from the Harvard Center of
Russian Studies.)

#Bereday, George Z.F. and Joan Pennar.
The Politics of Soviet Education.
Ni7York: Praeger, 1960. See
especially chs. 3 and 5.

Berman, Harold J. The Russians in
Focus. Boston: Little, Brown,
1951 ed,

Berman, Harold J. Justice in the
U S S R (Paperback.) New York:
Vintage, 1963.

## Brzezinski, Zbigniew and Huntington,
Samuel P. Political Power: USA/
USSR. New York: Viking, 1964.
(PaTerback.)

#Carter, Gwendolon. The Government
of the Soviet Union. (Paperback.)
New York: Harcourt, Brace &
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World, 1962 ed.

# Counts, George S. and LodgE
Co...ntry of the Clind, E

-1716:--glton WIT MT; Tg4 9 .

Conquest, Robert. Russia P
Khrushchev. New York:
T965.

# Crankshaw, Edward. Khrushc
York: Viking, 19W----

# Dallin, David J. The Chanc
of Soviet Russia. New E
University Press, 1956.1
ch. 11 on treatment of r

# # Deutscher, Isaac. Russio i

New York: Coward- I(cCanr
(See esp. chs. 2-3 on dE
tion.)

Fainsod, Merle. Smolensk
Rule. New York: Vintac
paperback ed.) (Based
records seized during We

Feifer, George. Justice it

New York: Simon and Sc l

# Fitzsimmons, Thomas, Malof
Fiske, John C. U.S.S.R,
Its Soviet Its CuTturq
oven, A ress,
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World, 1962 ed.

# Counts, George S. and Lodge, Nucia,
CoLmtry of the rlind. Boston:
1-76,17ya t oil RITTTri,-1949.

# Conquest, Robert. Russia After
Khrushchev. New York: Praeger,
T965.

# Crankshaw, Edward. Khrushchev. New
York: Viking, 19T6T-------

# Dallin, David J. IbleChlanging0211(1
of Soviet Russia. NiWFlvehYile
University Press, 1956. (See esp.
ch. 11 on treatment o religion.)

# # Deutscher, Isaac. Russia in Transition.
New York: Coward=14Erair,--1-557-----
(See esp. chs. 2-3 on de-Staliniza-
tion.)

Fainsod, Merle. Smolensk Under Soviet
Rule. New YorVE1.7-17116§iT15b5 ed.
(PITerback ed.) (Based on Soviet
records seized during World War II.)

Feifer, George. Justice in Moscow.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1964.

# Fitzsimmons, Thomas, Malof, Peter, and
Fiske, John C. U.S.S.R. Its People,.
Its Society, Its Culture. New
Haven, SRAF Press, 1960.



**Goodfriend, Arthur. If You Were Born
in Russia. New York: Farrar,
Straus, 950. (A photoorr,phic es-
say depicting life of a slightly
above-averac Russian family.)

# Holt, Robert and Turner, John, eds.
Soviet Union, Paradox and Change.
New Yoi-k7 Winston,
1962. Sze esp. chs. 1, 5. 9.

.0.
4:;.

,::cvard Oniv3(!;Ity , iTz).
(Aoothor a ;.i) P::!cv,7!rvi ;7.:-.0tr of

Russian Swdics publicdtior15,
Deals with wany aspects of life
under Stalin.)

# Inkeles, Alex. Public Opinions in

Soviet Russia. Cambridge: Har-
vard University Press, 1951.

Konstantinovsky, Boris A. Soviet
Law in Action, the RecolTeTra
Cases OT A soviet Lawyer. tdTtcd
by Harold 17 Berman. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1953.

# Leites, Nathan, and Bernaut, Elsa.
Ritual of Liquidation, The Case

EFE17:65cOW NewYaT :

rr-C.,:e

Mandel, William. Russia Reexamined.
New York: Hiil aFidWng, 1964.
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Ch. 5 on education, ch.
and government, ch. 11 1

ch. 12 on the arts.

# McClosky, Herbert, and Turi
Tho. Nfiorsi-112.
Paa-r-a-W7HIT17-19-60.

Mehlirr, Howard. The So
An7)0ii7:

1,.)r

II eingfGo,
U.S.S.R. Cambridge: H,

verbity Press, 1954.

# Whiting, Kenneth R. The Sc
Today.. New York: Wael
Traperback.) See chs.

# Wolin, Simon and Slusser,
Soviet Secret Police. I

157-aeger, 1957.

2. Novels on aspects of polit

Abramov, Fyoder. A Day in
Life'. New York: Prael

Dudintsev, Vladimir. Not E
lone. New York: Duttor

Koestler, Arthur. Darkness
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# McClosky, Herbe-t, and Turner, John E.
ftr C.if..orship. New York:

Mehlir, Howard. The Study of To-
AO7oach.

ron:ici1
P)63.

TerrQr
U.S.S.R. Cambridge:
v'e-rs ty Press, 1954.

# Whiting, Kenneth R. The Soviet Union
Today. New York: PrEeger, T962.
1-13-61-Derback.) See chs. 5-6,

# Wolin, Simon and usser, Robert. The
Soviet Secret Police. New York:
Waeger, 1957.

2. Novels on aspects of political system.

Abramov, Fyoder. A Day in the 'New
Life' New York: Praeger, 1763.

Dudintsev, Vladimir. Not By Bread A-
lone. New York: Dutton, 19577a.

Koestler, Arthur. Darkness At Noon.



New York: Macmillan, 1941. (Also
in paperback edition.)

Pasternak, Boris. Doctor Zhtvogo.
New York: Pantheon Books, 1958.

Solzhenitsyn, Alexander. One Day
in the Life of Iva) Denisovich.
New York: Praeae , 1963. (Alf.:o

available in ottir editions in- # Meisel , Jam us H. ai.d Edward S,
cluding paperback ed.) for the Study of the Soviet

6-Eorge-K,-)r r,o:, nwr7--
4. Collections of Readings with material A

on political system. " Riha, Thcmas, ed. Readings in
Chicago: UniverMT-5f-niii
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#Inkeles, Alex and Kent Geiger,
iety, A Bock of Readings. 1

Mifflin,

Mehlinger, Howard, ed. Commun.
Practice:, .Borf. 17"L:IH(
Students. San FrariLiso:-C1
73-99.

# Beer, Samuel H., and Adam B. Ulam, eds.
Patterns of Government. New York: StavrTanos, Leften S.,ed. Real
Random House, 771727-Waperback). ory, Boston: Allyn andlri4

##Braham,Randolph L., ed. Soviet Pol
itics and Government A-Reader.
gew YorWT- Knopf, 1965.

#Brumberg, Abraham, ed. Russia Under
Khrushcheyj An Anthology rFom
Irroblems --OT Communism. TPT-Yeger
PapgerbacTc.) New York: Praeger,
1963.

ffDaniels, Robert V. A Documentary
Hisu,r of Communism, vol.2.
flew Yor : Vintage, 962. (paper-
back)

Hendel, Samuel, ed. The Soviet Cruc-
ible. Princeton: Van Nostrand,
1963 ed.

_ # Swearer, Howard R. and Richa
Concempoarilloaviiiirp
Belmont: Wa swort ,

Walsh, Warren B. ed. Reading
vol.3. Syracuse: Syracuse
1963 ed.

3. Articles

Turkovich, John. "The Scieni
Atlantic Monthly, Jan.,i!
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FET Knopf, 1965.
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ns of Communism. (Praeger
backT) New York: Praeger,

Robert V. A Documentary
y of CommaTiM, vol.2.
rk: Vintage, 962. (paper-

amuel, ed. The Soviet Cruc-
Princeton: Van Nostrand,
d.

# Swearer, Howard R. and Richard P. Longaker, eds.
Contemporary Communism in Theory and Practice.
Belmont: WadiTiOrth, 1163.

# Walsh, Warr'n B. ed. Readings in Russian History.
vol.3. Syracuse: SyracuseU77eTsity Press,
1963 ed.

3. Articles

Turkovich, Jchn. The Scientist in the U.S.S.R.,
Atlantic Monthly, Jan.,1958, pp.45-49.
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C. Other Materials on the Economic System 2. Books SpecificAlly oe
on Living Conditioos in ihe

1. High School Textbooks, Pamphlets, Comporative
and Booklets.

13.loor,
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# 06chwarz, Solomon. Labor in the Soviet Onion.
New York: Praeger, 1951. (See esp. pp. 95-
129.)

# Schwartz, Harry. The Soviet Economy Since
Stalin. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1965.

# Sosnovy, Timothy. The Housing Problem in the
Soviet Union. New York: Research Program on
the U.S.S.R., 1954.

#Wilcox, Clair and others. Economies of the
World Today. (Paperback). New York: Har-
court, 1-962, ch. 2.

#Zavalini, T. How Strong is-Aussia? New
York: Praeger,'19S/. 10eals with five
year plans.)

2. Sections in General Books on the U.S.S.R.

*Thayer, Charles. Russia., (Life World
Library). New ;vigETTime, Inc.,1960.

Whiting, Kenneth R. The'Soviet Union
Today. New York: Praeger' paperback).
Use latest edition.

3. Collecdions of Readings.

#Brumberg, Abraham, ed. Russia Under
Khrushchev. New York: Praeger,1962.

#Holt*."Aopert,. etc' Jonn turner. Gov iet'-'
UnioA. New York: Holt, 1962,577

#
Inkeles, Alex and Kent Ge
Society. Boston: Hough±

# # Juvi ler, Peter H. and Her
Soviet Policy Making. (

York:Praeger, 1967.

Mazour, Anatole G. Soviet
ment. (Anvil paperback'
NrWErand, 1967.

Mehlinger, Howard, ed. C,

and Practice. 52an Fran

Stavrianos, Leften S. Re,

History. Boston: A117-0

4. Articles

"Are Soviets on the Road
U.S.News & World Repor

"New Trend in Russia: Cr
U.S.News & World Repor

"Soviets Set a Style for
Week, March 20, 1965.

Hochstein, Joseph.. "The
omy," Reporter, April
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olomon. Labor in the Soviet Union.
Praeger, 1951. (See esp. pp. 95-

Harry. The Soviet Economy Since
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1965.

Timothy. The Housing Problem in the
Jnion. New York: Research Program on
7T,77, 1954.

lair and others. Economies of r .e
Today. (Paperback). New -York:
1962, ch. 2.

, T. How Strong Is-muss ia? Ne.
Praeger,*1952. /6ea1s with five
lans.)

in General Books on the U.S.S.R.

Charles. Russia.. (Life World
y). New YOM-7lime, Inc. ,1960.

Kenneth R. The'Soviet Union
New York: Praeger( paperback).

)test edition.

ons of Readings.

;, Abraham, ed. Russia Under
IcheV. New York: Praeger,1962.

Jpert,- and Donn- turner. (Jviet's
. New York: Holt, 1962,ch.3.

# inkeles, Alex and Kent Geiger, eds. Soviet
Society. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961.

# # Juvi ler, Peter H. and Henry W. 'Morton, eds.
Soviet Policy Making. (Paperback). New
York:Praeger, 1967.

Mazour, Anatole G. Soviet Economic Deielop-
ment. (Anvil paperback). Princeton: Van
NZTErand, 1967.

Mehlinger, Howard, ed. Communism in Theory_
and Practice. San Francii7677FandrTr,

Stavrianos, Leften S. Readings in World
History, Boston: Allyn Bacon,17Wer.

4, Articles

"Are Soviets on the Road to Capitalism?"
U.S.News & World Report,July27,1964.

"New Trend in Russia: Creeping Capitalism,"
U.S News & World Report, Sept. 28,1964.

"Soviets Set a Style for Profit," Business
Week, March 20, 1965.

Hochstein, Joseph. "The Soviet'Shadow Econ-
omy," Reporter, April 9,1964.
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D. Other materials on the Family, Youth, Delinquency,
Classes, Values, and Attitudes.

1. Textbooks, pamphlets and booklets

Gygory, Andrew. Communism in Perspective.
Boston: Allyn Bacon, 1964. See pp. 164-75
on social classes.

Schlesinger, Ina and Jonah Blustain.Comm-
What It Is ,!Id How 11-.

_

'lGrk .

4

, J.;'

;:y.iLow.

2. Other 3o0es

##Black, Cyril E. The Transformation of
Russian Society. Cam6Flage: Harvard
University P-T-ess, 1960.

(# Bauer, Raymond, Alex Inkeles, and Clyde
Kluckhon. How the Soviet System Works.
Cambridge: Harvard-UT-F-ress, 1956.

# Bauer, AaymoriCaridAleA Inkeles. The
Soviet Citizen.Cambridge: HarvaTT-U.,1959.

DeTliFT-Uiiii-d-J7-The Changing World of
Soviet ;Russia. 4ew Haven: Y6TiODiTess,
1956. One section deals with classes.

Berman, Harold. The Russians in Focus.
Boston: Little, Br67/17,--Ig53 ed.

# Fitzsimmons, Thomas, and others. I The

U.S.S.R., 4tS PebOt,.fts:Srotietto
its Culture. New Haven: HRAF Press,

Goodfriend, Arthur. If

Russia. New York:HFar

#Florinsky, Michael L .

of Russia and the Soy
York: McGraw-WIT, 15

#Holt, Robert and John I
Un)on,..Pa.radoxand_Cp
HhIt., 1962. CTiir

.cch2ick). New lock
664. (See pp. 81-86
ion in the lives of p
on the status of wome

#Mace, David. The Soviet
City: Doublnday, T963

## Mead, Margaret. Soviet
Authority, An Interdi
to Problerii---67TOvIet
York: McGraw-Hill, 19
1Y PP. 4, 26-27, 30,

Miller, Wright W. Russi
New York: Dutton,, 196
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d. The Russians in Focus.
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New Haven: HRAF Press,

Goodfriend, Arthur. If Ynu Were Born in

Russia. New York:HFarrar,StroTs71950.

//Florinsky, Michael T., ed. Encyclopedia
of Russia and the Soviet Union. New
York: McGraw -H11T 1961.

1 IHolt, Robert and John Turner. Soviet
Hnion, Paradox and_Channe. New York:

yeuvh.

f21 (..k). New Yik:
664. (See pp. 81-86 on role of
ion in the lives of people and ch. 10
on the status of women.)

;:Mace, David. The Soviet Family. Garden
City: Doubleday, T963.

0 Mead, Margaret. Soviet Attitudes Toward
Authorit , An Interdisciplinary Approach
to ro ems of Soviet Character. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1951.(See especial-
ly pp. 4, 26-27, 30, 33.)

Miller, Wright W. Russians as People
New York: Dutton, 1961.
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3. Collections of Readings

##Hendel, Samuel. The Soviet Criwible.
Princeton: Van Nostrand, 196-3.

*Editors of the Scholastic Book
iet Union. (Scholastic World
Booklet). Ntm York: Scholasti

#1nkeles, Alex and Kent Geiger eds
Gygory, Andrew. Communism in Fe

. Allyn and Bacon, 1-964, pp: TT:
Soviet Society. Boston:Houghton,
Mifflin, 1961 # Great Decisions, 1964. New York'

Assoclat-Ton, f9677
##Juviler, Peter H. and Henry W. Mort-

on, eds. Soviesiaking. (pap Jacob, Dan. The Masks of Commur
erback). New :York: Praeger, 1967. 1963, chs.

##Lipset, Seymour M. and Smelser, Neil
J. , eds. _Sociology,,_ fire Progress of
a Decade. CrigTJWood CUTTFT : 'PrenfiEe-
ITall; -T561.

nakins_forign Policy_ in a Nuc
re9,9s
iieW;YOa: F6rcIT6'n Policy Ass

Mosely, Philip. Soviet Union Si
Mehlinger, Howard, ed. Communism in (Headline BookieTT New York:

Theory and Practice. San Francisco: Association.
Chandler, 1964.171i pp. 111-117 on
women and 121-129 on crime. **Petrovich, Michael B. The Sovie

World in Focus BookliiTi. Bost
Stavrianos, Leften S., ed. Readin2s in
World History.. Boston: Allyn -g5con, Platig, Raymond. The U.S. and
1-963, See pp. 394-99 on women. (Foreign Relations Serles .

4. Article

"The Elite of Russia," Life, June 16,
1961.

Rieber, Alfred and Robert C. Ne
the U.S.S.R. and Communism. C
P61:-esTna-ii71D62:".-c-Fi--. !T."

Schles.inger,..Ina and Jonah Blus,
PART V. INTERNATIONAL REtATIONS [t.:N ,and' How It Works. New

cTi.1O.
A. Textbooks and Pamphlets and Boolets

Salisbury. Harrison. The Soviet
Foreign Relations Staff. American Policy New York: New York rraTii7
and the Soviet ChallenAeT(Fcreign ReT-
ations Series Booklet). Chicago: Science
Research Assoc., 1957 ed.
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ns of Readings

Samuel. The Soviet Crucible.
ton: Van Nostrand, 1963.

Alex and Kent Geiger, eds.
Societ . Boston:Houghton,

1,

*Editors of the Scholastic Book Services. The Sov-
iet Union. (Scholastic World Affairs Mulf-T=7e7(T
Booklet). New York: Scholastic Books, 1962.

Gygory, Andrew. Communism in Persoective.Boston::
AI 1 yn and Baco-ri7T964-TPTIS13:1-00,--1377.232.

# Great Decisions, 1964. New York:Foreign Policy
Association, i-1564.

Peteti H. and Henry W. Mort-
's. Soviet Policy Making. (pap- Jacob, Dan. The Masks of Communism. New York:Harper
). New :York: Praeger, 1967. 1963, chs.

Seymour M. and Smelser,.Neil
s. Spciololly, The Progress of

elTewood C1 ids: Prent-TEe-
61.

11q4g91(gidMAli;i5g4161-1e5iela
New ;YOrf: Forf4n.Policy Association, 1965.

Mosely, Philip. Soviet Union Since Khrushchev.
Howard, ed. Communism in (Headline BookleTE New Yoi-k7Foreign Policy

and Practice. Ta717767cisco: Association.*
ter, 196-4.-SW pp. 111-117 on
and 121-129 on crime. **Petrovich, Michael B. The Soviet Union. (Today's

World in Focus Book1FiT. Boston:Ginn,1964,ch.9.
-os, Leften S., ed. Readings in
History. Boston: A11-01con, Platig, Raymond. The U.S. lnd tle Soviet Ch;311en9f.
See pp. 394-99 on women. (Foreign Relations

R i eber , Alfred and Robert C. Nelson. A StOy_of
the U.S.S.R. and Communism. CHcago:S&oft,

to of Russia," Life, June 16,

NATIONAL REtAlIONS

and Pamphlets and Boolets

Schlesinger,:, Ina and Jonah Blustain. Communism,;lhat
Th'andow It Works. New York:M-ScmillYn71964-:

Salisbury. Harrison. The Soviet Union (Booklet)
lations Staff. mnerican Policy New York: New York r1FeTi-
Soviet ChallenAeT(ForeIgn R6T-
eries Booklet). Chicago: Science
Assoc., 1957 ed.
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*Swearingen, Poger. The World of Communism. #Seton-Watson, Hugh. From Len
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1962. New ;York: Praeger,14W-

*Isenberg. Eastern Europe.(Schola.tic \Iorld *Snow,Ed-jo. Stalin Mnst Have
Affairs Multi-text). New York: Scholastic Random House, 19W. a. 2.
Book Services.

##Soyder, Richard C. , and nth
B. Other Books 0e0s;,,n:Making, Me';) York.

Barghorn, Frederick C. Spv)ct_Ima.ge_of the
United Stat,7s. New York:HarcOu rt,

3oyd, ;Jo lei

iez i 115k , iew. 'tc Soviet 31 Or,_ ,

Un i ty and Con F1 i , ( f bdCk ) Yo k:
15-raeger, 1960 ea. (Pt imarily for tcacher,
but a very good student might read a
pages recommended in the unit.)

Burnette, 0 Lawrence acd William C.
Haygnod , eds. A Soviet Vino, ofthetmer-
ican Past. Chicago: icott,roten,
1960-1pamphlc:1).

I.cdt.sror,.,William J. A_Natjon pLShpe2.
Paperback).- Ncw York:Fawcett,

1961.

*Swearin,j.o. Roger, Wh.;,''s o
(..*2::-: ,ICA)

Whitney, P.k, P. Rt15!-JJ in
Rcynal Co., P.:()?..-

3. Collectiuns of Readings 5tnd

llii3lack, Cyril F.,ed. Fh Iran,
Ussian Coo4)ridge

3.:irghorn analysi5
h,a,jes of: !'Jest , pp. 571

itGygory, Huber t S.
Pr,..hl(ws in Infornaiio 'al I

CI i i fs Pr en c-Ha 11

,Pani,-,1s, R,: , (t. V. A Ducn,1.1(.ci

7,,',,ore, Cacringion,Jr. Soviet POlitICS-- C(t,Ct:11; '1. !c,/ York: Vint;
the !fllemma of Power. Ciiwbrid(J5.11arZ-Jrd -(p ipet I. ,-k). !el., ticns on
U n i vi:t s i Cy P I PZ-3 ST -1715 1 . tkin, tJ. Pr.pular I'r, nt, :1

Stalin -n Patioiic War, f

Mic..henr, Ahl.,:s. 'The Bridge At Andau.Ncw ccrintc,n, and the Cominfot
York: Randum Hflus-e, -U57. (A Arepbrt on
the hnman side of the Hungarian rLvoit Mendel, Sr a'.el. rile Soviet C,

_ _
of IT:)6.) Van Nostracd, 17.)63.

Merl,,al, Robert H. International Relations
r1,,nog CL,wounikil .1:5-611,-6=R-6-11, T6-7.
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;car. The World of Communism.
icon Mifflin, 1-9762.

#Seton- Watson , Hugh. From Lenin io
New ;York: Praeger, 06b. -(i4erback-F.
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:i-i:ext). New York: Scholastic Randum House, 154Y. .(J1:.
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arence and William C.
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at).
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-back). New York:Fawcett,

ce. New

#4-Snyder, Richard C. , and oidis.'rs. Fore.Lin
Oecision-M,Aing. NJ Yor,<. 1962,

,'Swearin,j.n. Roger. Wft,i.'s So Funny iL
Yu, r)01.

13!,1(;,1

;,n; P. i in My
Reyn.r1

3. Collectiuns of Readings and Case St.odins

.///81a,:k, Cyril F. ,ed. The
Cai01)ridge:Horvold

1")66. Barghorn z,nolysis of
iil.nnies of thi2 'Jest, pp. 574A31.

York:

Iicy

;Ilygory, ,P.odr,.w and Hubert S. Gibbs, eds .

Probl(ms in Intrnatio:,a1 Relations. Engle-
Clii fs; P 1titoHa11, 196

tOrIniHs, V. A Doe'lmntary History.of
'on,Jr. Soviet z!ria York: tintage,Lo
)f Power; Capibridoe7Hariord el:ni-icns on Lc'nin's

Pular tr(-nt, ,lazi-So'vtet Pc.ct,
Stolin -n Potrioi.ic 'Jar, Oisolutiun of the

The Bridge At ndau.Now r_ci,iintern, and the Cominform.
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le of the Hungarian revolt 41endel, Sar e 1. He Soviet ('j tile. Pr i ice ton:

Van Nostrand, 1J63.
H. International Rclations
NiLs. .Pren-OcE=Rail, -06-7.
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#Holt, Robert and John Turner. Soviet Union.
New York:Holt, 1962.

#inkeles,Alex and Kent Geiger, eds. Soviet
Society. Boston:Houghton Mifflin, 19'61.

Stavrianos, Leften S., ed. Readings in
World History. Boston:Allyn Facon,1962.

Mehlinger, Howard,ed. Communism in Theory
and Practice. San FriFTETsco: Chandler,
1964.

#Swearer, Howard R. and Richard P. Long-
acker, eds. Contemporary Communism Theory
and Practice. Belmont: Wadsworth,, 1963.
(Paperback).

4. Novel

Lederer, William J. and Eugene Burdick.
The U 1 American. (Crest Paperback)
reenw ci: avcett, 1961 ed.


